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1. Introduction 
 
Research and development (R&D) agreements between pharmaceutical companies and 

biotechnology firms are becoming a viable alternative to classical new drugs research projects 

that are typically in-house enhanced by drug companies. One of the reason behind bio and 

pharma collaborations is the general decline in R&D productivity for traditional Drug-

companies that has occurred over the last two decades; according to Cockburn (2006) this 

phenomenon is addressable to a sort of “blockbuster syndrome”. Pharma managers refrain 

from investment opportunities and dedicate resources only to highly attractive and “relatively 

safe” projects that are expected to generate billion dollars in revenue; then limiting the 

amount of capital dedicated to the discovery of new compounds.  R&D productivity is 

typically measured by the ratio of of Federal and Drug Administration (FDA) annual 

approvals for new drugs over R&D expenditures. As you can see from Figure 1, R&D 

expenditure has steadily increased while new drug approved ratio declined significantly. The 

length of time necessary for developing and passing all the required clinical approvals stages 

(described in appendix) before a drug is marketable ready is clearly in conflict with the short-

run interests of shareholders which are requiring satisfactory returns every year. Di Masi, 

Hansen, Grabowski and Lasagna (2002) proof that the cost of a new drug has a direct bearing 

on the organizational structure of innovation in the pharmaceutical sector. Therefore, it is not 

surprising to observe a tendency towards a general consolidation of the industry through 

mergers and acquisitions. Big drug-players have started to purchase small research-based 

companies and to consider strategic alliances with biotechnology companies. In this way a 

“market for technology” was created where the Big-pharma company provides capital to the 

biotechnology firms and gets rights whether a bio-compound results from the R&D 

collaboration.  Within this framework pharmaceutical companies are recognised as the client 

partner in the agreement as they basically purchase any compound developed by bio-based 

Drug companies. 
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Figure 1  

 
Own Creation, Sources: PhRMA, EPFIA, Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

 

Science-databases and business magazines reported several R&D alliances between 

biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies. In 2015 Celgene entered in a 10 years deal 

agreement with Juno Therapeutics, with the goal of getting access over Juno’s technology for 

genetically engineers cells. Forbes article underlined that the Big-Pharma was able to 

successfully purchase all of Juno’s equity, but instead decided to form a R&D partnership. In 

line with this deal Celgene has, also, renewed its partnership with Epizyme (another 

biotechnology company). Figure 2 (from Liu, Pu and Schramm, 2015) reporting the trend of 

Biotech-Pharma strategic alliances shows the increase in this form of R&D collaboration that 

almost coincide with the decline in pharmaceutical R&D productivity; that could suggest a 

general transition towards the “market for technology “for Drugs. 

 

Pharmaceutical companies enter in these kind of agreement with the goal of filling the gaps in 

their production pipelines. On the other side, for biotech, these R&D agreements represent 

one of the primarily sources of capital; even for listed companies as it would be more 

expensive for them to issue new equity or rely on debt financing.  Hall discussed the funding 
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gap experienced by small and innovative firms that face higher costs of external than internal 

capital. Asymmetric information influence significantly the cost of capital for biotechnology 

firms and, as demonstrated by Hall (2002), equity finance will be more expensive for non-

revenue generating R&D companies such as biotechnology firms. In addition to that, debt 

financing is expected to be even more expensive due to the fact that banks prefer physical 

assets for securitizing loans and are instead reluctant to lend when any project considers 

substantial investments in intangible assets.  

 

Figure 2 – Number of Strategic Alliances entered by Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology 

Firms 

 
Source: Liu, Pu and Schramm (2015), based on Thomson Reuters Recap IQ database. 

 

The goal of this paper is to determine the market reaction to the disclosure of  an R&D 

strategic alliance; we also focus on the impact on biotech firms’ stocks. We expected that 

disclosing a R&D collaboration with a big-pharma generates significantly larger returns given 

the fact that the client firm (pharmaceutical company) 

 is assumed to signal to the market the quality of the Biotechnology firm. Nicholson, S., 

Danzon, P.M. and McCullough (2005) developed an asymmetric information model based on 

Deal valuation and asymmetric information; our goal is to determine whether the major 

findings of Danzon et al (2005) provide a sound explanation also with respect to price 

dynamics of biotech firms. This study implemented the signalling role to the market (Leland 

and Pyle, 1975), the asymmetric information model by Danzon et. al (2005) under a more 

classical analysis of price responses to announcements of R&D collaborations; such as Wu 

cooperatively or transfer technology (e.g., cross-
licensing, share technology) in order to expand R&D
capabilities, reduce uncertainty, and reduce time-to-
market for new products (Deeds and Rothaermel, 2003;
Hagedoorn, 1993).

Strategic technical alliances are the partnership cat-
egory seen most often in the focus of the present study—
the pharmaceutical industry. In addition to the popularity
of strategic technical alliances in the pharmaceutical
industry, use of this form of partnership, in general, is
increasing. Data from the Thomson Reuters Recap IQ
database (see Figure 1) reveal that the number of strategic
technical alliances entered between drug and biotechnol-
ogy firms increased from 47 in 1985 to a high of 571 in
2006. The drop in strategic technical alliances after 2006
was driven by a variety of factors including sudden
declines in pharmaceutical firm revenue as demand
shifted to generic drugs when patents on key branded
drugs expired (i.e., the patent cliff) and factors (and after-
effects) related to the 2007–2009 recession (e.g., fewer
funds available from venture capitalists, pharmaceutical
companies invested less during the downturn, biotechnol-
ogy company programs slowed because of less available
funding) (Vitez, 2015).

The observation that approximately 50% of alliances
fail has led to a stream of research exploring factors that
contribute to successful alliances (Ernst, 2011; Kale,
Dyer, and Singh, 2002). Several find that technical, rather
than marketing, alliances yield greater gains in terms of
profitability (Hagedoorn and Schakenraad, 1994) and
stock-value measures (Chan et al., 1997; Das, Sen, and
Sengupta, 1998). Das et al. (1998) suggest that technical
alliances drive greater returns because the market per-
ceives a greater future income stream from technical,
compared with marketing, alliances. In addition to better

stock performance tied to research alliances, Chan et al.
(1997) find greater returns from horizontal than
nonhorizontal alliances. Further, partnerships where the
client firm’s current product and market focus closely
mirror that of the alliance partner are more successful
(Kale et al., 2002; Koh and Venkatraman, 1991).
Higgins’s (2007) work includes an analysis of the rela-
tionship between the allocation of control rights and the
stage of the drug in the alliance, and then the relationship
between CARs and control right allocation in pharmaceu-
tical alliances. Higgins (2007) also develops a new
product pipeline measure to explore how the firm’s level
of desperation for the technology influences right alloca-
tion. Fang, Lee, and Yang (2015) study relative returns to
upstream and downstream partners in terms of the focal
drug’s development stage in equity alliances between
publically held firms. Characteristics of the client firm
also influence alliance success. These characteristics
include patent intensity (Hagedoorn and Schakenraad,
1994; Stuart, 2000), R&D intensity, marketing expense,
and asset base (Talay, Seggie, and Cavusgil, 2009).

While most of the extant literature describes how part-
nership and client firm factors influence alliance success,
this study contributes different, yet complementary, per-
spectives to the strategic technical alliance literature.
First, the absorptive capacity perspective (Cohen and
Levinthal, 1990; Zahra and George, 2002) is applied by
asking if stock market response to the alliance announce-
ment is influenced by the firm’s internal R&D activities.
Using CAR as the dependent variable offers a different
perspective than using backward-looking measures such
as development pipeline output or patent intensity. The
abnormal stock return measure reflects short-term stock
market performance, which could be related to the expec-
tations of long-term investment (Aaker and Jacobson,

Figure 1. Strategic Technical Alliances—Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology Firms (Source: Thomson Reuters Recap IQ database).
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and Wei (1998) and Liu et al studies. (2015). Differently from these two researches we 

focused on a specific type of collaboration not involving any exchange of equity between 

partners. Lastly we considered that alliances could have a substitute but also complementary 

role when biotech firms are acquired by their big-pharma partner (Grabowski and Kyle, 

2012).  

 

Main results of the study are that research collaborations with big market players grants to 

biotech firms significantly larger returns than an appropriate benchmark of similar firms. We 

can see how this business practice benefits smaller biotech firms given the fact that abnormal 

returns are negatively correlated to market value of firms. 

 

Next sections will introduce the literature considered in this study, hypothesis formulation, 

explanation of the event study methodology, the approach considered for collecting data for 

our data sample and finally empirical tests for determining significance of abnormal returns 

and any explanatory power for our variables.  
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2. Research question and literature review 
 
2.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this section is to describe how drugs research projects have developed in the 

last years. As previously reported it is possible to observe a decline in R&D productivity that 

combined with the intrinsic nature drug of discovery projects led to a reorganization of the 

industry as a whole and of firms’ structure. The analysis of the industry is outside the scope of 

the thesis so we will focus on the price dynamics resulting from R&D alliances. Hereby we 

will describe how pharmaceutical firms outsource research stages and how it is possible to 

interpret our study under the lights of the current financial and economics literature.  

 
2.2 Defining research question 
The object of this study reverts around the analysis of stock price behavior of research and 

development companies disclosing a “Drug-discovery” agreement; these deals involve a 

pharmaceutical company and a biotechnological one. It is important to underline the presence 

of asymmetric information and the assumption that in this kind of agreement the Big-pharma 

company play the role of intermediaries for the financial market.  

The role of pharmaceutical firms is not only limited to providing capital for a specific drug 

discovery study but it also signals to the market the quality of the Biotechnology firm; the 

idea is that pharmaceutical companies have more information on the specific project than 

equity-investors.  

For any R&D cooperation agreement of this study we want to determine whether:  

 

Stock price returns of companies involved in a strategic R&D alliance with a Big-Pharma 

company show abnormal returns, compared to an appropriate benchmark 

 

And 

 

Are there any past alliance, deal characteristic or specific information about one of the allied 

partner having an effect on stock price dynamics of Biotech firms? 
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Analysis extends from the determination of abnormality of returns when R&D collaboration 

are disclosed to the the impact of firm’s specific and deals’ characteristics on firm’s security 

price.  

 

2.3 Description of Bio/Pharma sector 
Description of the Pharmaceutical and biotechnology sector is necessary to successively 

understanding the financing source and primarily activity of Biotech and Big-Pharma 

companies.  

Biotechnology companies resemble the definition by Nicholson, Danzon and McCullough 

(2005) of a firm that develops and markets drugs on the basis of biologics1 rather than 

chemical compounds.  It is possible to distinguish among companies characterized by the 

development of a specific technology (platform based technology) and those whose goal is to 

develop-in house drugs. The former type of company will grant to partners access its 

technology and to any study of a new compound while the latter is more prone to develop 

more advanced drug-candidates. Big-pharma2 are  pharmaceutical companies that 

traditionally manufacture and sell patented and generic drugs which are also considered the 

largest players in the health-care industry (in terms of market capitalization or annual 

revenues).  Pharmaceutical giants’ core business is marketing and selling drugs to patients, 

doctors and third-parties insurance companies.  

The “2015 EU Industrial R&D Investment Scoreboard “ report classifies the pharmaceutical 

and biotechnology as the highest intensity R&D3 sector in the world, with a index of 14.4% . 

The report provides us with some interesting data on the two sub-sectors considered in this 

study, the number of pharmaceuticals companies in US and Europe are almost the same in 

terms of R&D expenses and market players (45 firms vs. 50 with € billions 32.8 and 29.8 

respectively). On the contrary biotechnology companies in the US outnumber EU-based ones 

(116 to 19) with annual investment (in 2014) of € billions 16.4 in North America versus € 

billions 1.5 in Europe.  

 

																																																								
1 Therapeutics derived from molecule present in the human body 

2 Such as: AstraZeneca, GlaxoSmithKline, Merck & Co., Bayer 

3 R&D intensity in terms of expenses over sales 
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2.4  Financing of R&D Activities 
A description of how firms finance their R&D activities is useful to understand the 

importance of Strategic alliances at R&D level; while the chart (Figure 2) reports sources of 

funding for public biotech companies in the period 2012-2015. Even though biotechnology 

companies become listed they still rely heavily on external financing due to the amount of 

time required to bring a compound to the final market for drugs. 

 

Financing of R&D activities differs on the basis of firms’ characteristics and depends on 

where firms are in their life cycle. This draws a significant difference between pharmaceutical 

firms (especially Big-Pharma) and small biotech firms. The former are larger companies 

which manufacture drugs and rely on retained earning as their main source of financing while 

Biotechnology companies are usually smaller firms with no sales history; except for any 

potential royalties from products that were developed using their technologies or biological 

databases. Equity financing appears to be the primarily source of financing for biotechnology 

companies, since banks are unwilling to lend money because most of their value is in growth 

opportunities and scientific knowledge and no collaterazible net worth. Still today the 

industry is characterized by private small research-intensive firms that raise external capital 

primarily through public equity issues and from the alliances with pharmaceutical companies. 

Venture capital (VC) providers have supported biotechnology companies since the 1970s with 

funding in exchange for shares in a biopharmaceutical start-up. Several rounds of financing 

take place until VC exercise their “exit strategy”, aiming to gain sufficiently large return from 

their initial investment. Nicholson (2012) reports that venture capitalists investing in an early-

stage biotech firm earned average annual returns of 33 % in the period 1998-2008. The typical 

exit strategy for either a venture capitalist or an angel investor is the Initial Public offering of 

the company (IPO). 
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Figure 3 

 
Source: Own creation based on Statista report sourcing EY, Capital IQ, DowJones (Venture source) 

 

2.5  Definition of Strategic Alliances 
Strategic alliances may be defined under a broad range of terms but it is currently believed 

that they provide a cost-effective way to place decision-making authority in the hands of 

individuals who possess the knowledge to make the best decision.  

The term strategic-alliance encompasses a large set of inter-firm relationships, so that it is 

considered a hybrid organizational form, and defined by Jensen and Meckling (1991, in Chan 

et al. 1997) as a network organization. Alliance formation varies from a simple agreement to a 

more complex equity-based and control-structured activity shared by two (or more) entities 

such as a Joint-venture. Chan et al. (1997) defined, within a large brackets of different 

functions, alliances as cooperative agreements that lie within the intermediate range alone a 

continuum; with market transactions limited to the purpose of exchanging good or services on 

the spot at one end of the spectrum and indefinite-lived relationships such as joint ventures or 

mergers at the other end of the spectrum.  

In this thesis we considered non-equity alliances that involve product development, marketing 

agreement, research and development of new compounds and licensing between a 

biotechnology and a pharmaceutical company.  In these arrangements partners neither share 

equity control as in minority equity investments nor create a completely external entity such 

as a joint venture. The reason behind our choice is that this form represents the majority of all 

collaborative agreements across all the industries and forces each partner to perform his or 
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hers tasks through specific contracts rather than being based on equity stake. In addition to 

that our choice was driven to determine the impact of the announcement of the deal on stocks’ 

price; any direct minority equity participation might have affected it. Part of the transaction 

cost literature (Williamson 1975, Monteverde and Teece 1982, Teece, 1986 in Pisano, 1989) 

argues that full ownership does not require to establish a new governance structure to control 

the partnership agreement that may create problems in dealing with uncertainty and 

transaction-specific assets. Others’ rely on the idea that equity-based alliances will enhance 

managers’ incentives and avoid moral hazard behavior. As explained in section 2.6.3  the 

nature of R&D programs and alliances disentangles any moral hazard behavior resulting in a 

low-effort conduct by any participating firm. 

Both the financial and the Industrial Organization literature streams the value-adding feature 

of Alliances, especially at R&D level. Chan et Al.  (1997) and Veugelers (1998) provide 

support to the assumption that alliances should generate larger value for R&D and innovative 

companies, especially if agreements involve proprietary information. Thus we expect that 

alliances involving firms with high growth potential generate larger returns than in case 

partnering firms are in a new product development crunch. Pisano (1989) argues that 

partnership in the biotechnology firms are crucial given the higher degree of uncertainty and 

specific know-how required to carry out a research base project.  

Alliances considered in our database are classified according to the therapeutic area and on 

the type of agreement:  

- Development and marketing agreement 

- Licensing agreement 

- R&D Agreement  

Deals are based on an up-front cash payment granted to the biotechnology firm and a series of 

subsequent milestone payments upon successful completion of a research-project stage. Some 

of the agreements include, also, royalties on (for example) sales if exceeds a predetermined 

threshold is exceeded. Allied companies made different arrangement upon which stage each 

part is fully (or partially) responsible for the compound development and regarding the patent 

rights on the approved marketable drug. In this study we only consider alliances entered in 

Phase 1 of a new-drug development; the reason behind this choice is that late development 

stages (Phase 2 and 3) are not significantly affected by financial constraints in R&D funding. 

The study by Metrick and Nicholson (2012) evidences that a firm that is financially 
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constrained initiates relatively few preclinical and phase 1 drug development projects while 

there is no effect of financial constraints on the number of compounds entering phase 2 or 

phase 3; see section 2.6.3. Classical theory on investment profitability based on net present 

valuation (NPV) provides a sound explanation. Drugs in early stage of development tend to 

have lower NPVs and will be facing a larger risk of being shelved if the firm is financially 

constrained; thus as a project advances through the next phases its NPV is expected to 

increase since R&D expenses will be considered as sunk costs and the probability of reaching 

the market increases as cash flows from expected sales are discounted by fewer years.  

As an example we report a typical Deal R&D agreement such as the one entered by Roche 

and Pieris Pharmaceutical (December, 2015) under which the biotechnology company (Pieris 

Pharmaceuticals) is responsible for developing and optimizing various drug candidates thanks 

to its proprietary technology platform on behalf of the client firm. Further development, 

through the preclinical research phase, will be evaluated by both firms. Pieris was entitled to 

receive a certain amount as upfront payment, research funding from Roche and subsequent 

milestone payments based on regulatory success in approval by FDA and commercialization 

compensation for any product resulting from the collaboration.  

The worldwide strategic alliance between GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) and Epizyme (January 

2011) defined diverging responsibilities between the parties involved as GSK was considered 

solely responsible for development and commercialization while Epizyme was in charge of 

the research until the development candidate selection stage. This development and marketing 

agreement was targeted to a specific class of epigenetic enzymes for the treatment of cancer 

and other diseases by leveraging on the Epyzime’s specific discovery platform composed by 

its chemical libraries and expertise. Financial aspects of the deal include an upfront cash 

payment as well as research funding, eligibility to receive milestones if medicines are 

commercialized and royalties on net sales of products resulting from this specific alliance. It 

is important to underline that some of the Deal-agreements considered in this study evolved in 

successive deals or ended by acquisition of the Biotech company by its partner. This is 

considered by Danzon, Epstein and Nicholson (2005) and is discussed in section 2.6.3.  

All the alliances considered in this study are reported in the appendix, Table Appendix 1.1 and 

1.2.  
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2.6  Literature review 
 

The asymmetric information problem originated by Leland and Pyle (1997) and developed 

specifically within the R&D sector by Hall (2002) is one of the main feature of the 

Biotechnology industry. Developing a new biological compounds requires between one and 

two decades; therefore, it is frequently difficult for investors to assess whether the firm is 

successfully progressing to the next stages on. Information problems, also, appear to be 

correlated across firms meaning that any unexpected negative outcome for a single firm can 

lead to a dramatic change in shareholders’ behaviour on the whole sector. Lerner et. al (2003) 

mentioned how the collapse of Centocor’ Centoxin project (because of not receiving clinical 

trials approval) led to a dramatic decline in both the share prices and the equity financing 

activity for most of the public biotech companies.  

 

2.6.1 Asymmetric information - (Leland and Pyle, 1977) 
Asymmetric information is one of the classics of the corporate finance literature; it assumes 

that markets are characterized by informational differences between buyers and sellers 

(Leland and Pyle, 1977). With reference to this specific topic we can consider the fact that 

biotechnology companies’ shareholders (the buyers) have basically no knowledge on any 

new-compound projects carried out. Leland and Pyle assume that markets performance is 

heavily affected by the capability of withholding information by companies. With no 

information transfer markets fail in recognizing the value of projects that have large quality 

variability; leading to a value that represents average projects’ quality. Under these 

circumstances lemons’ problem may arise, in the form of a larger supply of low quality 

projects that will negatively affect perceived average market quality; such that investors 

believe that all the projects are low quality type. Akerlof lemons’ consideration is based on 

the fact that firms may try to sell in the market low-quality investments; therefore, firms’ 

moral hazard behavior must be taken into account. Downside of this practice is that projects 

worth to be financed (from the point of view of managers or entrepreneurs) are foregone 

because of the high cost of capital resulting from the general low quality market perception. 

The point raised by Leland and Pyle is that where substantial information asymmetries exist 
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and when there are more poor projects available than high quality ones, venture capital may 

fail to exist. 

Thus, necessary condition for projects of good quality to be financed is that information 

transfer occurs. Signaling to the market holds when person(s) with more and inside 

information disclose his or hers intention to invest in a project. As stated by Leland and Pyle: 

“willingness to invest may serve as a signal to the lending market of the true quality of the 

project; such that lenders will place a value on the project that reflects the information 

transferred by the signal”. For this specific case we identify as the signal to the market any 

official disclosure of the intention to enter in a R&D alliance between a biotechnology and a 

big player of the pharmaceutical sector. Under this consideration we assume that Big-Pharma 

companies are more viable experts (than common shareholders) regarding any R&D projects 

entered by a biotech-firm and its intention to fund the biotechnology firm operations is the 

signal through which high quality of the firm is showed.  This is in line with the suggestion of 

Leland and Pyle that “financial intermediation can be viewed as a natural response to 

asymmetric information”. The role of intermediaries has been widely considered in the 

financial literature for example with respect to private placement investors (Hertzel and 

Smith, 1993) or venture capitalists (Chan, 1983).  Intermediaries are not only signaling good 

project quality but also they can provide other benefits in the form of strategic guidance and 

complementary assets. A Big-pharma partner owns production facilities, distribution channels 

and has expertise for clinical trials. According to Lerner et. al. intermediaries require a 

significant premium to compensate their investment in the form of financial and human 

capital; thus alliance will be more likely to occur for “young” biotechnology companies as 

they face more information problems and, only subsequently these companies shift to public 

investors. This trade-off reflects the marginal benefits of obtaining external financing from 

knowledgeable intermediaries against cost of their funds.  

 

2.6.2 R&D financing – (Hall, 2002) 
Hall (2002) brought attention on the asymmetric information issue in relationship with the  

financing of research and development of companies by discussing the financial-market 

reasons for underinvestment in R&D. Hall’s study adds value to our paper as: “small and new 

innovative firms experience high cost of capital that are only partly mitigated by the presence 

of venture capital”. Hall’s paper contemplates the market failure for R&D investments even if 
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we take into account patents (to control for complete appropriability of returns to R&D); he 

sustains that it will still be difficult to finance R&D with other than firm’s equity capital or 

personal wealth of the founder. There is a significant wedge between the rate of return 

required by an entrepreneur investing his or her own wealth and the return required by an 

external investor. The “funding gap” talk contemplates asymmetric information in the R&D 

sector as the fact that an inventor frequently has better information about the likelihood of 

success and the nature of the contemplated innovation project than any potential investor. 

Thus market asymmetry of information leads to the (previously mentioned) lemons’ premium 

for R&D that will be higher (according to Hall) than that for any ordinary investment because 

investors have more difficulties in distinguishing projects’ quality when these are long-term 

investments and characterized by scientific and regulatory risks. Hall’s conclusion in this 

respect (together with the possibility to reveal information to the market at the lowest cost as 

possible) is that firms and inventors will face a higher cost of external than internal capital for 

R&D financing due to the lemons’ premium. Several event-study investigations confirmed 

this proposition by showing higher abnormal returns to firms following disclosure of specific 

corporate events.  

 

2.6.3  R&D Deal Valuation Framework (Danzon et al., 2005) 
Danzon et al. (2005) derives a theoretical framework for estimating Drug R&D projects value 

by discounting the present value of a drug expected cash flow, both in case of a full-

information market and in the asymmetric information environment.  

The “Gains-from-trade model of deals” assumes the existence of a full-information market for 

deals which is characterized by many potential sellers of promising drug candidates (i.e. 

Biotech companies), many potential buyers (pharmaceutical companies), full and unbiased 

information available to all the market players4 regarding the quality of the drug and about the 

capabilities of the biotech firm. Authors assume also no financial constraints. So, ideally, a 

firm will be indifferently a biotech or pharmaceutical company. This model not only provides 

a good benchmark to the asymmetric information case but also justifies the assumption that 

the more a drug candidate advances through the pipeline, the more R&D costs become sunk. 

The main undertaking is that by assuming full-information a biotech firm’s market value 

																																																								
4 Biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies, venture capitalists and money managers 
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should no be affected by the fact that the company makes a R&D deal with a pharmaceutical 

company as information will be reflected in the drug net present value.  

The value of a specific drug developed by a biotech company is calculated as follows5 : 

 

 
𝑉" 𝑑 = 0] = 	

𝑝)𝑝*𝑝+𝑅
1 + 𝑟 0 − 𝐶" +	

𝑝"𝐶*
1 + 𝑟 +

𝑝"𝑝*𝐶+
1 + 		𝑟 + 	+	

𝑝"𝑝*𝑝+𝐶3
1 + 𝑟 3  

 
(1) 

 

where  

  𝑉": expected net present value of a drug currently in the discovery/pre-clinical 

stage 

𝑑 : indicates whether the drug is developed in-house (𝑑 = 0) or jointly by a 

biotech and a pharmaceutical firm under an alliance (𝑑 = 1) 

  𝑝5: phase-specific probability that a drug advances from a particular stage

        (𝑥 = 0,1,2,3) 

𝐶5: phase-specific R&D costs (𝑥 = 0,1,2,3) 

𝑅 : value of the commercial cash flow (net of manufacturing, marketing costs, 

and any post launch R&D expenses)  

𝑟 : discount rate  

An in-house developed drug that reaches Phase 1 (Clinical Trials) will be valued as:  

 

 

[𝑉* 	𝑑 = 0 = 	
𝑝*𝑝+𝑝3𝑅
(1 + 𝑟)3 −	 𝐶* +	

𝑝*𝐶+
1 + 𝑒 +

𝑝*𝑝+𝐶3
(1 + 𝑟)+  

 

 

(2) 

under the assumption that 𝑉* 𝑑 = 0 > 𝑉" 𝑑 = 0]  meaning that reaching the subsequent 

stage will lower scientific risk of failing FDA approval or clinical trials; thus increasing 

probability that the drug will be commercialized.  Data shows that a drug that is advancing to 

the final phase of clinical testing will increase its probability of being commercialized to 

approximately 70 percent. Moreover, 𝑉*	is larger as projected revenues (in the form of cash-

																																																								
5  For simplicity the model assumes 4 periods for the whole drug development process (t=4) 
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flows) become more imminent the more phases the research advances and also it will be 

discounted for a shorter period of time; and since R&D expenses become more and more sunk 

as new stages are reached.   

Under this consideration the value of the drug at time t can be considered as the firms’ 

reservation price6. Therefore, pharmaceutical companies should be willing to pay for a drug 

(at a stage of development  greater than 𝑡 = 0) an amount larger enough to reflect the costs7 

and the risks already incurred by the biotech firm in the previous stage. However, this amount 

cannot be larger than the drug value as developed in the pharma-pipeline. Thus, with identical 

costs and capabilities for both players (in terms of drug-research) there would be no rationale 

for entering a deal.     

Another assumption is made with respect to the value of a co-developed drug: 𝑉* 𝑑 = 1 >

𝑉* 𝑑 = 0]; here the R&D collaboration between an experienced pharmaceutical working 

with a biotech company is expected to generate either lower development costs or higher 

revenues that positively affect the drug value. With reference to the previous formula we will 

expect that a drug co-development will increase the probability of advancing to the next stage 

for a compound given the larger experience in clinical trials of any Big-pharma company; the 

fact that phase-specific costs are declining thanks to the economies of scale and scope 

(generated by the alliance), and because future commercial cash-flows increase as 

pharmaceutical companies have a more developed sales force. Hence, with full information, 

an R&D collaboration is entered with the goal of exploiting economies of scale (reducing 

costs), and since there is no necessity to firms’ quality to investors the alliance disclosure is 

not expected to impact the market value of a biotech firm. 

The decision of the biotechnology firm on whether to enter in an alliance or not, in a perfect 

information market, should be based on the value of developing a specific drug in-house and 

of entering in an alliance agreement with a pharmaceutical partner at the stage that yields the 

highest discounted value for the drug.  

Therefore, the value of the deal-agreement should lie between the discounted present value of 

the co-developed drug ( 𝑉* 𝑑 = 1 	)	and the value the same but in-house developed (by the 

biotech) drug ( 𝑉* 𝑑 = 0 ).   

																																																								
6 The minimum price that Biotech firms are willing to accept for their drug 

7 That are classified as sunk costs from the purchaser point of view 
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𝑉* 𝑑 = 1 ≤ 	𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑙	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒	 < 𝑉* 𝑑 = 0] 

 
(3) 

From the gains-from-trade model it is possible to predict that a necessary condition for a 

biotech firm to sign a preclinical deal is that the expected value if the drug results from an 

alliance (( 𝑉" 𝑑 = 1  exceeds the expected value if developed independently ( 𝑉" 𝑑 = 0 ); 

and also exceeds the expected value of the drug if a deal were signed at a later stage 

(( 𝑉* 𝑑 = 1 , ( 𝑉+ 𝑑 = 1 	and ( 𝑉3 𝑑 = 1 . This is the result that previous stage risks are 

taken into account and costs of development are considered as sunk.  

Under the imperfect information framework, the authors assume that Biotech firms know the 

quality of their drug candidates but cannot transmit this information to pharmaceutical firms 

and equity investors. Intra-firm R&D alliances with an estimated and reliable market player 

(such as a Big-Pharma) can reveal the quality of biotech firm’s assets to shareholders. We will 

expect that alliances will increase companies’ market value if the firm is a high quality one 

while lower if it the partner is proven to be low quality; as explained in the last paragraph of 

this section.  

With this “signalling model for deals” the authors disentangle the potential moral hazard 

problem that Biotech firms will enter in R&D alliances for only low quality drugs thanks to 

the market mechanism; that occurs when from subtracting pharma’s information costs of the 

first ever alliance established by a biotechnology firm from the deal value. At the same time 

pharmaceutical firms have an incentive to evaluate in a “fair way” the quality of biotech 

assets since they agree to share development costs and part of the future cash flows (of the 

new compound) in case it reaches the commercialization stage. The signalling model 

considers the value of the whole firm as the sum of the value of expected drugs in a firm’s 

portfolio that is determined by equity investment (𝑉E). In that respect Campbell and Kracaw 

(1980)  debate that as long as the information producing intermediary (in our case the Big-

pharma companies, but authors consider also venture capitalists) has a sufficiently large stake 

in the market then it will provide them incentives to invest an efficient amount in information 

production and report deal-value truthfully. 

The amount invested in information production (S) is a crucial element in the asymmetric-

model of Drug valuation. To ascertain the expected net present value of a R&D project the 

pharma-partner incurs in searching costs S that are divided into costs to determine capability 
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and competence of the potential biotech partner and a specific-drug quality cost component. 

This distinction is necessary since former type of costs occur as long as there is no past 

knowledge about the R&D partner whilst the latter are independent from any previous 

alliance or information gathered about the company. Each scenario, presented by the authors, 

compares the incremental value of co-development relative to the cost of producing 

information and the magnitude by which high-quality biotech firms will be undervalued in a 

pooling equilibrium. Empirical analysis showed that the actual market for deals is consistent 

with three scenarios (out of four) presented by the authors. For our study we reference only to 

scenario number one, so a brief introduction of it follows. Scenario one is characterized by 

low and high quality drugs sold by biotech companies to pharma companies; the action of 

purchasing the compound corresponds to the decision of entering in a co-development 

agreement for a new drug.  

As a general rule, in case there is no mechanism to signal quality, the only possible 

equilibrium resulting is a pooling equilibrium where both types of drug are valued  𝑉E (where 

𝑉E refers to the sum of value of all drugs in a firm’s portfolio as determined by equity 

investors) rather than being fairly valued respectively as 𝑉FE and 𝑉GE. The fact that this model 

considers shareholder’s point of view for valuing the whole firm makes it a good basis for 

making inference on the impact of R&D deal over stock prices’ value.  

As previously mentioned a company signs a deal only if the incremental value of co-

development exceeds the information costs and as co-development generates benefits in the 

form of a larger firm’s value, respectively:  

 

 
𝑉H,I 𝑑 = 1) − (𝑉H,I 𝑑 = 0 ≥ 𝑆H,I 8. 

 
(4) 

 

Under these scenarios both high and low quality biotech firms enter in an alliance agreement 

and (with large number of buyers and sellers) high quality biotech firms receive payments of  

(	𝑉F|𝑑 = 1) − 𝑆 while low quality ones receive 	(𝑉G|𝑑 = 1) − 𝑆 . It is important to underline 

the benefits of consecutive deals since a biotech firm considered by its big-pharma partner to 

																																																								
8  𝑖 = 𝐻, 𝐿	: showing high or low quality drug, t reflects the stage at which firms enter the alliance  
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be of high quality should receive higher payments9 from any subsequent deals because it 

needs to compensate the pharmaceutical firm only for the drug-specific information 

production costs. From their study Danzon et al. identify in one deal the sufficient number for 

signaling firm’s quality to the market.  

An important remark is to be made regarding how the market value of firms changes 

depending on the appropriate valuation of the biotech company. Assuming that investors10 are 

capable to identify the quality of a drug from the magnitude of the deal payment, then it is 

possible to say that biotech firms will be appropriately valued in the financing rounds after a 

deal has been signed. For a high quality drug its market value should increase by 𝑉EF − 𝑉E 

following the disclosure of a deal agreement and the market value of low-quality biotech 

firms decreased by 𝑉E −	𝑉EG.  The result is that if alliances with pharmaceutical firms allow 

biotech companies to signal the quality of the firm’s pipeline and management to providers of 

funds, then alliances are predicted to cause an increase in the market value of a firm.   

 

 

2.7 Section on Alliances and M&A in pharmaceutical sector 
We have previously defined strategic alliances between a range of inter-firm arrangements so 

in this section we will describe acquisitions of biotech by pharmaceutical companies. The 

financial literature considers Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) as possible source of value for 

venture capitalists and shareholders. According to Danzon, Epstein and Nicholson (2007) 

mergers between a small biotech firm and a large pharmaceutical one is the response to a 

future excess capacity resulting from a “productivity dump” or any patent expirations that is 

going to impact pharma company revenues; for biotechnology firms mergers are primarily an 

exit-strategy in response to financial trouble. While analyzing the value added of Bio-pharma 

mergers Higgins and Rodriguez (2005) conjectured that pre-acquisition alliances with any 

research-based firm could increase the amount of information for a targeted biotechnology 

firm.  Within the same argument Grabowski and Kyle instead discussed whether alliances can 

be considered as a substitute or as a complement to mergers as a mean to acquire new 

technological platforms and R&D pipeline candidates. Under these light alliance agreements 

																																																								
9 relative to the first signed agreement 

10 Such as venture capitalists 
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can be seen as possible forerunner to a future merger or acquisition between partners. Some of 

the alliance agreements include purchasing of equity by the Big-pharma company; we 

excluded this kind of deals from our sample as we interpreted them under the Grabowski and 

Kyle second definition.   

As previously mentioned a Big-pharma have the necessity to fill its pipeline as the exclusivity 

of its product expires over time; Vernon showed how patent expiration for a blockbuster drug 
11 will impact the funding of the subsequent R&D projects for pharmaceutical companies as 

revenues represent their principal source of capital. Entering in an M&A agreement looks like 

as the rational decision for a company aiming to enlarge its portfolio of potentially marketable 

drugs. Excess of capacity is a threat correlated to patent expiration; unutilized property plant 

and equipment induce pharmaceutical companies to vertically integrate Biotech firms. This is 

explained also in relationship to the potential loss of quasi-investments and specialized human 

capital (Oi, 1962 ). A general used justification for vertical-consolidation is that it should 

enhance economies of scale due to the pooling of resources, knowledge, physical assets and 

human capital.   

Danzon, et. al (2005) examined the determinants and effects of M&A activities in the pharma 

and biotech industry. A distinctive feature of this study, compared to others, is that it 

distinguished among sizes of firms entering in mergers 12(specifically in the form of large 

pharmaceutical firms and small biotechnology) and also considers a measure for M&A 

propensity. Main outcomes are that firms with low expected earnings growth are more likely 

to acquire another firm and M&A activity is the response to expected excess capacity that is 

triggered by patent expirations and gaps in the product pipeline. Results show that mergers 

are not value-adding in the long term; thus the cost saving and economies of scale reason 

behind are unsuccessful in the long run. For small firms, instead, merger is reported to be an 

exit-strategy for firms financially constrained and displaying low Tobin’s q 13. On the other 

hand, prospective successful biotech companies (small firms) with a relatively high Tobin’s q, 

marketed products and cash/sales ratios are more likely to remain independent and less likely 

to engage in any M&A activity. When controlling for firm’s merger propensity the authors 

																																																								
11 Extremely popular drug that generates annual sales of at least $ 1 billion 

12 in order to take into account for different production and cost functions 

13 Tobin’s q: indicator of expected earnings. 
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identified the impact of the merger on firms’ core characteristics such as growth in enterprise 

value, sales, employees and R&D expenses three years following the merger. Results indicate 

that firms that merged experienced slower operating profits growth. Among small firms, those 

that merged experienced slow growth of R&D in the first year compared to similar firms that 

did not. This indicates that post-merger integration may absorb the cash that is necessary to 

finance R&D. As final conclusions the authors reported that: “although merger in the pharma-

biotech industry is a response to being in trouble for both large and small firms, there is no 

evidence that it is a solution”.  

To sum up this passage we have to stress the point that M&A activity can be difficulty seen as 

an alternative to Alliance agreements for biotechnology companies looking for financial 

resources to sustain their R&D activities. In addition to that, and according to the study by 

Danzon, Epstein and Nicholson (2005), we may expect that only biotech firm with financial 

constraint and no potentially successful new compounds and drugs in development be 

attracted by acquisition rather than collaboration agreements. This might strengthen even 

more the “signaling model for deals” that provides information about the quality of a 

biotechnology company when enters in an R&D collaboration agreement.  
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3.  Scope and Hypothesis 
 

This section reconciles the hypothesis that will be subsequently tested in the empirical section 

with the literature of section 2.6. 

 

Hypothesis one:  

Biotechnology firms disclosing a R&D Collaboration with a Big-Pharma company earn 

larger returns, compared to an appropriate benchmark 

 

Several studies measured the response of the market to the announcement of strategic 

alliances, collaborations and joint ventures between firms. We briefly mention Wu and Wei 

(1998) research which investigates the stock price response to announcement of R&D 

collaborations; their main findings it that firms entering a joint venture or technical alliance 

enjoyed positive abnormal returns and that stock price of rival firms responds negatively to 

announcements. The present study introduces the role of the client firms (the pharmaceutical 

company in the deal agreement) as the intermediary for the financial market. Danzon et al. 

model assumed that pharmaceutical firms have the ability to distinguish between high and 

low quality biotech firms; in this way any positive abnormal returns should indicate higher 

firm quality for the biotech firm. Market value of a firm is calculated as stock price multiplied 

by outstanding shares; thus its increase should correspond to a higher stock value assuming 

constant shareholder’s equity.  

 

Hypothesis two:  

Previously entered Strategic R&D Alliances generate larger returns for Biotech firms.  

 

Danzon et al. (2005) major finding is that: “biotechnology companies signing their first deal 

receive a 47% discount on the deal value than firms that have signed at least two priors 

deals”. They identified as the reason for this discount the information costs (S component of 

formula number 4) faced by Big-pharma companies. After two or more R&D collaborations 

the deal value is not anymore marked down, given the fact that Biotech’s firm capabilities are 

assumed to be signalled by the number of previously entered strategic alliances. In general 

terms more partnerships will reduce the amount of information costs for each specific R&D 
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collaboration; thus increasing the correspondent NPV of the deal. We also associated higher 

returns tor firms with more than one past alliance recorded in their 10-K reports to the 

learning effect mentioned by Anan and Khanna (2000a).  

 

Hypothesis three:  

Markets do care who provides financing, alliance with the Big-Pharma involved in the largest 

number of deals generates larger returns. 

 

We expect that the more a Pharmaceutical firms collaborates with biotechnology firms the 

stronger will be its intermediary role for the market. Anand and Khanna (2000a) findings is 

that from a repeated sequence of R&D collaborations firms gain superior and more learning 

effects.  

 

Hypothesis four:  

FDA approvals received by either party involved in R&D Collaboration signal firms’ 

superior capabilities to the market. 

 

This study wanted to determine whether previous successfully R&D programs (certified by 

FDA approval) impact price returns. Liu, Pu and Schramm (2015) mention exploitation as the 

measure of firm’s ability to take advantage of the knowledge gained by way of R&D 

activities; they measured exploitation factor by the number of new drug approvals in a year. 

Main findings of their study is that to a strongest firm’s absorptive capacity correspond a 

larger market response to the announcement of a new technical. We interpreted this results by 

assuming that the larger number of FDA approvals by either allied partner, the greater will be 

the effect on Biotech firms’ returns. 
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Hypothesis five: 

The larger the weighted deal value for a specific collaboration, the higher will be returns for 

the Biotech company. 

  

We assumed that investors are capable to infer the quality of a R&D project from the 

magnitude of the deal payment; as expressed by the signalling model for deals (section 2.6). 

By weighting each specific deal value by the market value of the biotechnology firm we 

obtain a more homogeneous measure; this ratio is expected to positively impact firm’s 

returns.  With respect to deal value and biotech market value Danzon et al (2005) assumed 

that deal payments vary inversely with the market value of the biotech company. 

Given the fact that Chan et al. (1997) reported that firm’s size is inversely related to abnormal 

returns; we assume that to a larger ratio (Deal value over Firm’s market value) corresponds a 

higher jump in stock returns upon alliance disclosure. 

 

Hypothesis six:  

The larger the Up-front payment ratio the larger are returns around event day 

 

The deal value that we expected to impact firms’ stock price is the up-front payment granted 

to the R&D firm in the deal (weighted by the deal value). Higgins’ belief (2006) is that early-

stage R&D projects usually offers milestone payments that will be hardly collected given the 

tiny probability that a compound at discovery stage will make all its way from pre-clinical 

testing throughout final market approval. The main result of Higgins’ study is that there is a 

positive and significant relationship between the biotechnology CAR and a dummy for up-

front payments.  

 

Hypothesis seven:  

Small Biotech firms gain more from the alliance than larger firms  

Chan et al. (1997) findings report a negatively relationship between abnormal (and 

cumulative returns) to deal size. Literature on joint ventures (by McConnel and Nantell ,1985 

in Wu and Wei, 1998), on Cooperative R&D agreement (Wu and Wei, 1998) and several 

studies on mergers find the smaller is the market capitalization of a firm, the larger will be the 
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market response to an alliance disclosure. The latter study found that gains for R&D 

collaboration exceeds the one of companies establishing joint ventures. 

 

Hypothesis eight:  

The higher the level of R&D intensity the larger will be the market response to alliance 

announcement. 

R&D intensity has been considered as a good measure of absorptive capacity by Liu et al. 

(2015) that is defined as the firm’s capacity to leverage on external knowledge. The higher is 

the R&D intensity of a firm in a R&D collaboration the more it will be able to gain in terms 

of knowledge. This will positively affect the new-drug research project. It is considered a 

better and more straightforward measure of the level of R&D activity and it is widely used to 

control for the increase in R&D expense that often generates future sales growth.  
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4.  Methodology 
 

Event study methodology has been widely applied in finance to determine the behaviour of 

securities around the occurrence of a corporate event. With this econometric technique it is 

possible to analyse the effect of an economic event on the whole value of the firm since “an 

event study measures the impact of a specific event on the value of a firm” (MacKinlay). The 

assumption behind is that market is efficient (EMH by Fama) and therefore securities will 

reflect all the relevant information upon corporate disclosure. Occurring event ranges from 

corporate finance related (stock-splits, mergers and acquisitions, IPO) to accounting related 

ones (last quarter earnings, new accounting rules implementation). According to Binder 

(1998) event studies have been widely used for two major reasons: 1) to test the null 

hypothesis that the market efficiently incorporates information and 2) to examine the impact 

of some event on the wealth of the firm’s security holder (still under the market efficiency 

hypothesis). MacKinlay states that the advantage of event studies is their capacity of 

measuring the economic impact of an event using a relatively short time period.  

 

In this specific thesis the analysis revolves around the announcement of a R&D collaboration 

between a pharmaceutical company and a biotechnology one. The goal is to determine the 

existence of a wealth effect for the Biotechnology firm involved in a research deal agreement. 

Wealth effect will be measured in the form of abnormal returns for a biotechnology firms 

entering in alliance than firms who do not. As previously mentioned, and in line with our 

hypothesis, a wealth effect should be generated since the R&D agreement would not only 

grant funding for the Biotechnology firm but also a signal to the shareholders regarding 

potential future cash flows the new-compound research activity.  

 

Having made the general premises on event studies and specific reference to our event of 

interest we will briefly describe how this studies are carried out (see figure XX); as mainly 

discussed by MacKinlay (1997), Bowman (1983), Binder (1998). Subsequently we provide an 

explanation of our specific model choice.  
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Figure 4 – Building Block for an event-study 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 
       Source: Own creation from Bowman and MacKinlay 

 

4.1 Identification of the Event of Interest and Event Window  
The first step in conducting an event study is to define the event of interest which can be a 

single-day event for the whole sample or a type-event where each security in the sample has 

its own event of interest (Warner). The difference occurs in setting a single day 0 for all the 

sample returns versus defining a specific event which occurs a different calendar times for 

each different company in a sample. Bowman stated that the difference between a study of a 

single-day event and a type event must be taken into account with respect to the control of 

systematic experimental errors14. In a study-type event there is a distribution of calendar times 

that creates a distribution of exogenous, non-contemporaneous influences in operation. This 

distribution of influences typically offsets and reduces the problem of systematic 

experimental errors; leading to a more robust outcome in case of event-type studies. It must 

be also addressed the issue of confounding events, when defining the event day, as their 

presence can have a significant impact on the result of empirical tests. Confounding events 

																																																								
14 Errors are not determined by chance but results from inaccuracy in reporting values 
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include for example dividend announcements with subsequent earning announcements; this 

will make less effective the analysis of a stock reaction to the dividend announcement. 

MacKinlay (1997) mentioned also the clustering of events as a potential treat to an event-

study; it is important to carefully eliminate any overlapping of events by ascertain the 

independence of abnormal and cumulative abnormal returns across securities.  

 

In determining the time-line of an event study it must be defined also the event window; the 

period over which the security prices of the firms involved in the event will be examined. The 

window is usually defined for periods larger than the specific period of interests; in this way it 

is possible to capture also any possible effect before announcement and in the long-period 

after announcement is made.  

 

Figure 5 – Event Study Timeline 

                       

|    |  |  |   

 | 

𝑇"              𝑇*         𝜏 = 0                          𝑇+                    

𝑇3 

 

Estimation window period covers the days over which normal returns will be estimated for 

usually a period of 250 days before the event window corresponding to a 1-year period of 

trading days; event studies could consider a smaller number of days in case the choice is 

between reducing the window or reduce the sample of events. Abnormality of returns interests 

only the event windows days that provides us a CAR (cumulative abnormal returns) that 

corresponds with the length of the chosen event window.  

 

4.2 Modelling Normal Returns 

This step revolves around expectations on the reaction of the stock price to the specific 

corporate event. Often the effect of the event is expected to be the same for all firms being 

Estimation Window Event Window Post Event Window 
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studied15; in more general terms expectations may consider the same effect on firms’ stocks 

but with different degree (i.e. direction will remain the same for all firms in the sample).  

 

Since the direction of the security price reaction to the event often differs across firms and is 

expected to be conditional upon information relevance to the event; Bowman (1983) 

developed a model to partition the firms according to expected positive and negative security 

issue price reaction. This can be expressed mathematically: 

 

 
𝐸 𝑒IH 𝜂, 𝑦IH) 	≠ 𝐸 𝑒IH = 	0 

 
(5) 

where: 

 

𝑒IH   = measure of excess returns for firm i in time period t 

 

𝜂     = expectations model 

 

𝑦IH  = information from the 𝜂 for firm i and time t 

 

The previous formula can be interpreted as the fact that excess of returns is expected to differ 

whether the information disclosed is relevant or not for a particular event. Expectations on 

returns 𝑒IH are usually correlated with the unanticipated information at time t.  

 

MacKinklay (1997) distinguished between a statistical and an economic approach to calculate 

the normal returns of a given security. The difference between these two categories are that 

the former follow from statistical assumptions on the behaviour of asset returns but does not 

consider any economic arguments; whilst economic-based models make specific assumptions 

on investors’ behaviour in addition to statistical assumptions. Thanks to economic restrictions 

is it possible to obtain more precise measures for the normal returns.  

 

																																																								
15 Subsequent regression analysis performed on firms’ characteristics will try to explain different behaviors		
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The next section introduces the principal methods for estimating the excess of returns and the 

justification for the choice of the Market model for our Biotechnolgy firms’ securities 

analysis.   

  

4.2.1 Statistical Models 
Statistical models are divided in non risk-adjusted (Constant Mean return model) and risk-

adjusted returns ones, such as the market model. The assumption of normality of returns (also 

independently and identically distributed), for the latter procedure, increases the robustness of 

the inference and the empirical analysis. 

Constant Mean Return Model 

Constant mean return procedure takes the mean of past security returns (over the defined pre-

estimation window) and considers it as expected return.  

Mathematically:  

 

 
𝑅IH = 	𝜇I +	𝜉IH 

 
(6) 

 

where,   

  𝑅IH : period-t return on security i 

             	𝜉IH: timie period t disturbance term for security i   

  𝜇I : mean return for asset i 

  𝐸 𝜉IH = 0  

  𝑣𝑎𝑟 𝜉IH = 	𝜎Z[
+  

 

The main advantages of this method are its simplicity, robustness and results. Despite it is a 

non-risk adjusted model it is robust and provides good results comparable to more 

sophisticated models as reported by Brown and Warner with their daily and monthly data 

analysis.  

Market Model 

The market model is a statistical model which relates the return of any given security to the 

return of the market portfolio; adjusting for riskiness. It assumes jointly and normally 

distributed return of assets.  
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Mathematically:  

 
𝑅IH = 	𝑎I +	𝛽I𝑅]H +	𝜀IH 

 
(7) 

 

where, 

  𝑅IH : period-t returns on security i  

  𝑅]H: period-t returns on the market portfolio 

  𝑎I , 𝛽I , 𝜎_[
+  : parameters 

  𝐸 𝜀IH = 0  

  𝑣𝑎𝑟 𝜀IH = 	𝜎_[
+  

 

A stock index is usually used for the market portfolio 𝑅]H as the measure for systematic risk; 

event studies usually consider as the benchmark the S&P500 Index.  

As stated by MacKinklay regressing on the market portfolio return allows us to reduce the 

portion of the variance of the abnormal return, overall increasing the model’s effectiveness on 

measuring event effects.  

 

With OLS regression we can estimate the parameters for the intercept and slope of 𝑅IH, such 

as 	𝛼I	and 𝛽I	that allow us to calculate the residuals as  

 
	𝜀IH = 	𝑅IH −	𝑅aH 

 
(8) 

 
𝜀IH = 	𝑅IH − (𝑎I +	𝛽I	𝑅]H) 

 
(9) 

 

 

where: 

 
𝛽I = 	

(𝑅IH −	𝜇I)	(𝑅]H	 −	𝑢])
bc
debfg*

(𝑅]H −	𝜇])+
bc
de	bfg*

 

 

(10) 

 

and 
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𝛼I = 	𝜇I −	𝛽I	𝜇] 

 
(11) 

 

 

 

The previous assumption of residuals implies that  

𝐸 𝜀IH = 0 

Thus any non-zero value of the residuals is considered as the excess of returns for the i-

security generated by the occurring event.  

Other statistical models 

The remaining statistical models are based on the factor model built on the basis of a portfolio 

of traded securities; under this light also the Market model can be classified as a single-factor 

model. Their existence is explained by the fact that factors reduce the variance of the 

abnormal returns by explaining more of the variation in the normal return. Factor models 

usually include industry indexes in addition to the market. An alternative multi-factor model 

calculates the abnormal return by taking the difference between the actual return and a 

portfolio of firms of similar size. This procedure assumes that expected return is directly 

related to market value of equity.  

 

Evidences on multi-factor models indicate that there is a little reduction in the variance of the 

abnormal returns; that was assumed to be their mean feature. Thus gains by more 

sophisticated models are modest and the marginal explanatory power of the industry specific 

factors is negligible. Use of any multi-factor model appears to be justifiable in case when the 

sample firms have common characteristics, all firms belong to the same industry or in when 

there is no large data availability.  

 

4.2.2 Economic Models 
Economics models are described by MacKinlay  (1997) as “restricted” statistical models since 

their outcome is a constant return models; in addition of being also risk-adjusted. Capital 

Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) considers expected return of a given asset determined by its 

covariance with the market portfolio. The Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) is an asset pricing 
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theory where the expected return of a given asset is a linear combination of multiple risk 

factors.  

 

Fama and French (1996) showed that CAPM-based modelling seems to be too much sensitive 

to the restrictions assumed by the specific model; leading to different results for similar 

samples due to the main feature of their models.  Empirical results from multi-risk factor 

show that with the APT the most important factor behaves like a market factor and additional 

factor add relatively little explanatory power; this provides support to the usage of less 

sophisticated models such as the market model.  

 

4.3  Measuring and analysing abnormal returns  
Next step consists in determining the abnormal returns for the event window period  (𝜏 =

𝑇* + 1,…	𝑇+) ; thus what is expected to be justified by the release of information on the 

company conditional to the occurring corporate-event. Abnormal is the actual ex-post return 

of the security over the event window minus the normal return of the firm over the event 

window (MacKinlay). Normal return, instead, is defined as the expected return without 

conditioning on the event taking place. 

 

Abnormal returns are measured as:  

 

 
𝐴𝑅Id = 	𝑅Id − 𝐸(𝑅Id|𝑋d) 

 
(12) 

where, 

 𝐴𝑅Id : abnormal return for time period τ 

 𝑅Id : actual return of firm i for time period τ 

 𝐸(𝑅Id|𝑋d) : normal return for time period τ with 𝑋d conditioning information for the 

normal return model 

 

Abnormal returns are calculated in the same way since the benchmark value will be either be 

the statistical or economic-based normal return previously explained.  

 

The previous assumption of residuals (section explaining the Market model) implies that  
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𝐸 𝜀Id = 0 

Thus any non-zero value of the residuals  

 

      𝐸 𝜀Id ≠ 0 

is considered as the excess of returns for the i-th security generated by the occurring event:  

 
𝐴𝑅Id = 	𝑅Id −	𝛼I −	𝛽I𝑅]d  

 
(13) 

  

 

4.4 Aggregating abnormal returns 
To assess the overall effect of the event of interest we have to aggregate the previously 

determined abnormal returns through time and across securities. The goal is to obtain a single 

measure of cumulative abnormal returns for all the Allied Biotechnology firms.  

 

Cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) is considered for type-event studies with differing event 

dates; it is defined as the sample cumulative abnormal return from τ1 to τ2 where T1 < τ1 ≤ τ2 ≤ 

T2.  

Cumulative aggregation for a single security through time, from τ1 to τ2, is the sum of the i-th 

security abnormal returns:   

      

        
𝐶𝐴𝑅 𝜏*, 𝜏+ = 	 𝐴𝑅Id

dk

de	dc

 

 

(14) 

 

Aggregation over the event window and across observations of the event is the next step, 

under the assumption of no clustering. In this way returns will be independent across 

securities.  

𝐴𝑅Id represents abnormal returns for each different event period (τ = T1+1, …, T2), thus the 

sample cumulative abnormal returns for a N sample for period τ can be calculated by 

aggregating security by security and then aggregate through time: 
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    𝐶𝐴𝑅 𝜏*, 𝜏+ = 	 *

l
𝐶𝐴𝑅(𝜏*, 𝜏+)l

dedc  

 
(15) 

 

Given the fact that summation of single securities CAR is divided by the size of the sample 

we ended up with an average cumulative abnormal return for the whole event window.  

 

 

4.5 Significance of Abnormal Returns 
Step five reported in our building block consider the statistically significance of returns 

(Abnormal ones); the literature is divided between several parametric and non-parametric 

tests applied for testing returns. Henderson et al. (1990) explored either methods with daily 

data and concluded that parametric t-tests are sufficiently powerful for aggregated excess 

returns.  

 

T-test statistics is one of the basic parametric approaches in statistics and its intuition can be 

easily explained as: 

 
𝑡 = 	

𝛽 − 	𝛽
𝑠. 𝑒. (𝛽)

 

 

(16) 

where 

 𝛽: slope of the expected return for the estimated returns 

 𝛽 : true value of the observe return for the i-th security 

 𝑠. 𝑒(𝛽): estimated standard error of the parameters for our estimated returns 

 

We are interested in determining whether our even of interest generates abnormal returns, that 

corresponds to rejecting the null hypothesis: 

 

 
𝐻": 𝛽 = 0 

 
(17) 
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Under the assumption that t-values are normally distributed with n-k-1 degrees of freedom 

(our case n-2 since we have only one parameter β in our regression)  we can easily find the 

level of significance of our abnormal returns by considering t-value and and comparing with 

its corresponding t-table. Rejecting the null-hypothesis will correspond to observing returns 

different from zero (thus abnormal).  

 

4.6 Reconciling Event-Study Methodology with our Case: 
Having described the general approaches to carry out event studies we introduce the model 

adopted for estimating normal returns. We relied on a modified version of the CAPM model 

where we considered both our sample of allied Biotech firms’ securities and a group of 

“peers” securities of companies that form the Nasdaq Biotech Index16; we called this group 

reference portfolio.  The reason behind this choice is to relate an index that is widely 

considered a good benchmark for market return (such as the Standard and Poor’s Index) and 

applying it to a group composed by the best performers of the health industry. In this way we 

avoided any biases that could have been generated by considering a stand alone industry 

index (such as the NBI one) over a simple market model for normal returns; the previously 

mention S&P500 instead includes way larger and different companies than the average 

biotechnology one; that could have overly impacted the estimated returns for the event 

window period. Lyon, Barber and Tsay (1998) underlines that common stocks of small firms 

and firms with high book-to-market ratios usually earn high rates of return so we believed that 

components of the NBI Index could be a more reliable benchmark for this event study. 

In addition to that, our reference portfolio is hypothetically free of the new listing and 

rebalancing biases considered as the common causes of misspecification when testing long-

run abnormal stock returns (Lyon, Barber and Tsay, 1998).  

Thus we regressed both groups of securities on a specific index (S&P500) under the CAPM 

Model. In this way we obtained a homogeneous group of comparable returns (for our pre-

estimation window period) that it is also risk-adjusted.  

 

Our model can be classified as an economic model under the under the MacKinlay 

framework; explained in 4.2.2.  

																																																								
16 From which we excluded companies that are part of our data sample 
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We modelled normal returns with the CAPM for each single security of allied companies and 

for the reference portfolio NBI17. In this way we also took into account securities’ sensitivities 

to non-diversifiable risk for the market component. S&P500 was considered a good 

benchmark for the market component of the CAPM regression.  

 

CAPM originated from Treynord, Sharpe, Litner and Mossin which derived it at the same 

time (Pennacchi, 2008); the peculiarity of this equilibrium theory is that the expected return of 

a given asset is determined by considering its covariance with the market returns.  

 

 

 

 

For each security of allied companies, we run a single CAPM regression to risk adjust returns 

with the same Market index considered for the “Nbi-peer” group of securities: 

 

 
𝑅Ipqrs	d = 𝑅Id	−	𝑅td	 = 	𝛼I +	𝛽I	 𝑅]d−	𝑅td +	𝜀Id 

 
(18) 

where 

 𝑅Id: actual return for allied Biotech firm i 

 𝑅td : risk-free return 

 𝑅]d: market benchmark return  

and assuming 𝐸 𝜀Id = 0	 and 𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝜀Id = 	𝜎_[
+  

 

More specifically for the reference portfolio NBI:  

 
𝑅luI	d = 		 𝑅sd−	𝑅td = 	𝑅td +	𝛽s	 𝐸 𝑅]d −	𝑅td +	𝜀Id 

 
(19) 

where 

  

 𝑅sd: actual return for firm j security of the reference portfolio NBI 

 

																																																								
17	Assuming equally weight for each security in the portfolio	
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Abnormal returns for the Allied companies are calculated by simple difference between the 

Allied-security i stock and the average return of the peer group.  

Therefore, re-arranging equation 13 as: 

 

 
𝐴𝑅IH = 𝑅Ipqrs		d − 	𝑅luI	d 

 
(20) 

Within our event study we reduced the length of the pre-estimation window from 250 to 100 

trading days before the event window; due to data-availability issues. A larger period would 

have significantly reduced the number of event studies for our data-sample. We defined base 

event window period of 11 days; it contains 5 days before and 5 days after event-

announcement.  Armitage points out that the shorter is the interval over which returns are 

measured the easier it is to identify abnormal returns; but most importantly he reports that 100 

days (as considered in this paper) are sufficient for accurate estimation of α and β.  

 

For determining the significance of abnormal returns we specifically chose the cross sectional 

test methodology which follows the same null hypothesis of the t-test ones but takes into 

account the fact that we are facing a sample of events.  

 

Steps consist in calculating the cumulative average returns (as formula 15, section 4.4) and 

then taking the squared difference between each event i cumulative returns; mathematically 

we calculated the standardized variance as:  

 

 
𝜎vqqw(xc,xk)
+ 	= 		

1
𝑁(𝑁 − 𝑑) (𝐶𝐴𝑅I 𝜏*, 𝜏+ −

l

Ie*

𝐶𝐴𝑅 𝜏*, 𝜏+ )+	 

 

(21) 

Then to infer whether abnormal returns are statistically significant we consider cross-sectional 

t-test.  

 

 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡vz){{ = 	
𝐶𝐴𝑅 𝜏*, 𝜏+
𝜎vqqw(xc,xk)

 (22) 
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5. Data 
Collecting data on Biotechnology and Big-Pharma R&D alliance agreements was one of the 

biggest challenge in this study; it appears to that at the time of alliance disclosure firms are 

usually providing a limited amount of information regarding specific characteristic of a deal; 

there is no obligation to report estimated deal value, upfront cash payments and subsequent 

payments.  

  

The sample of event alliances between pharmaceuticals and biotechnology companies covers 

a period from September 2009 to September 2016; the time-window was limited by data 

availability. Dates of disclosure and company involved in the R&D collaboration were 

collected from the Pharmamedtechbi Database; a service provided by Pharma Intelligence, a 

leader firm in the field of healthcare industry information 

(https://www.pharmamedtechbi.com ). List of deals was successfully matched with the 

AdisInsight Database administered by Springer. We excluded any collaboration agreement 

which was not classified as technical alliance or contemplates the exchange of equity capital.  

 

5.1 Selection process 
Our initial dataset contained a list of 207 Deals agreement entered by Big Pharma companies 
18and Biotechnology firms that reported information about:  

 

- Therapeutic area targeted by the R&D Collaboration 

- Type of Deal agreement 

- Stage at which alliance was entered 

- Estimated value of the R&D Collaboration 

- Up-front cash payment granted to the biotech company 

 

The necessity to collect financial information for our study forced us to exclude non-listed 

companies; ending up with 109 Deal-agreements over our event period.  

																																																								
18 There is no standard definition for Big-pharma companies so we relied on Pharma Intelligence classification on 
that. 
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The subsequent exclusion was upon stage at which companies entered into an alliance 

agreement; we focused on Alliance entered at new compound discovery/Preclinical phase. 

This choice was motivated by the fact that alliances at discovery stage reinforces the 

signalling effect for biotechnology companies that their R&D activities are successful.  In 

addition to that, and as previously mentioned deals at pre-clinical stage will take into account 

stage specific risks and R&D expenses that otherwise would be considered sunk by the deal-

partner. 

Our final dataset considers 48 alliances entered by companies that were listed at the time a 

specific R&D alliance was revealed to the market. Final sample is reported in Table Appendix 

1.  

 

Estimated value of the R&D Collaboration is defined as the total potential pre-commercial 

payment from the licensor (biotech firm) to the licensee (pharmaceutical firm). Potential 

refers to the scenario where all scientific milestones are achieved. Deal payments include up-

front payment of cash and investment’s in the selling firm’s equity, milestone payments 

(payments conditional on the drug achieving certain designated events), sponsored research 

payments (in the form of fixed amount granted to PhD. scientists for carrying out specific 

research), post-commercial payments (royalties on achieving a certain sales target after 

commercialization) and options to acquire another product granted to the pharmaceutical 

company. It is important to underline that the deal value considered overstates expected pre-

commercial payments because it assumes contingent milestones and sponsored research to be 

paid with certainty. On the other hand, deal value measure underestimates the post-

commercial payments in the form of royalties. 

 

Announcement dates were subsequently double checked on the companies’ websites and from 

Biocentury and BioSpace; two of the most known providers of value-added information, 

analysis and data for biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies. This was done in order to 

determine the effective date of the corporate news announcement and to control that 

disclosure occurred during open market; otherwise we set as the event day the first available 

day when market was open. For every company that is included in the final data sample we 

gathered stock prices from the Thomson Financial Datastream database. Correspondent prices 
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are closing and adjusted by taking into account stock splits and other factors; to make them 

comparable over time.  

 

As the benchmark source for performing the event study we choose the list of companies that 

constitute the NASDAQ Biotechnology index (NBI hereafter); it contains securities of 

NASDAQ-listed companies classified as either Biotechnology or Pharmaceuticals according 

to their Industry classification benchmark.  From the list of the NBI components we excluded 

securities that entered in a researched based agreement with a Big-pharma; in addition to non-

equity components of the index such as cash.  

The choice of this index seems appropriate as most of the companies of the study are listed in 

the Nasdaq market. Listed securities must comply to several requirements which make them 

ideal benchmarks for our sample of Allied-Biotechnology company; for example:  

 

- Securities must have a market capitalization of at least $200 million 

- Issuer of the security must have “seasoned” on NASDAQ or another recognized 

market for at least 6 months. 

 

Finally, we excluded from this group of peer securities all the securities which were not part 

of the NBI index for the whole sample period. This was necessary to obtain an homogeneous 

as possible group of comparable firms. 

  

For the regression analysis section of our empirical part we gathered data from different 

sources. Companies’ financial data are gathered from the Wharton Research Data Services 

(WRDS) database and from the Thomson Reuters Datastream financial time series database. 

R&D expenses and firm market value (closing price multiplied by number of outstanding 

stocks) are gathered from the last available report before alliance disclosure. Most of the data 

were in U.S dollars, otherwise we adopted currency exchange rates from the Federal 

Economic Data Center (FRED) provided by the St. Louis Fed.  

 

To control for “successful R&D research” for biotechnology companies we considered a 

dummy variable for FDA-approved drugs in the period 2014 to 2004. Data are collected from 

the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) database. Our dummy variables consist of the 
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Original New Drug Approvals (NDAs and BLAs) for the companies in our data sample. 

BLAs and NDAs can be considered as good proxy for successfully new drug candidates 

because filing for approval occurs after the drug has passed all the clinical testing stage; this is 

the final approval before commercialization of the new drug.  

 

Data on past and currently entered19 strategic alliances and R&D collaborations are collected 

from the Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) forms (10-Q and 10-K). These reports 

usually disclose regulatory status of a clinical research program, FDA criticism of a test 

product, R&D research programs, R&D alliances and co-development programs. Edgar’s 

database and companies’ website were the data sources.    

 

5.2 Variables regression analysis 
In conclusion, variables considered for our regression analysis in section 6 are: 

 

- Deal Value / Firm Value   Continuous variable of the ratio between     

the estimated deal value and the market 

capitalization at the event date   

- Deal Value / R&D Expenses  Continuous variable of the ratio between  

the estimated deal value and firm’s R&D 

expenses 

- Cash Up-Front / R&D Expenses  Continuous variable for the amount    

received inthe form of cash a source of 

funding at time alliance is entered; divided 

by the estimated deal value 

- Log of Firm Value    Market capitalization (in million $) 

- Sales Revenues    Sales Revenues last available financial

      report (in million $) 

- R&D Intensity    Continuos variable of R&D Expenses  

divided by Sales Revenues 

																																																								
19  Currently entered states for agreement still in force and amended over time by companies. The number and 
information  on terminated alliances in annual reports are at discretion of the company. 
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- Past Collaboration Agreements                 Continuous variable for the number of  

Previous R&D Collaborations with a Big-

Pharma 

- Dummy Subsequent Deals                          Dummy variable for previous alliances

      with the same Big-Pharma partner 

- FDA Past approvals    Continuous variable for FDA marketable  

drugs previously approved for one of the 

partner; based on the BLAs/NDAs 

reported in the FDA yearly reports. 

- FDA Past approvals    Continuous variable for FDA marketable 

drugs  

previously approved for one of the partner; 

based on the BLAs/NDAs reported in the 

FDA yearly reports. 

- Dummy Most Allied    Dummy variable for entering in an 

      alliance with the most allied Big-Pharma  

in our sample 
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6.  Empirical Analysis and Interpretation 
 
This section is dedicated to the analysis and interpretation of regression output under the 

hypotheses stated in section 3.  Hypotheses are grouped according to the nature of their 

interest in: 

- Price dynamics  

- Signalling characteristics  

- Deal characteristics 

- Firm characteristics 

 

For each group a regression model is build taking into account only the relevant explanatory 

variables. 

 

6.1 Findings - Price Dynamics 
This section investigates the dynamics of the different abnormal returns to test if hypothesis 

one holds: 

 

Biotechnology firms disclosing a R&D Collaboration with a Big-Pharma company earn 

larger returns, compared to an appropriate benchmark 

 

 
  

Table 1 reports average abnormal and cumulative returns for Biotech companies reported in 

this study; these are obtained by comparing firms’ realized returns to the average return 

calculated for the portfolio of peer firms. Average abnormal and cumulative abnormal returns 

are calculated respectively with formulas 20 and 15, section 4. Cumulative abnormal returns 

for each single Biotech company are reported in the Appendix Table 2, appendix. Results 

Table 1 - Abnormal and Cumulative Abnormal Returns

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Abn Ret Day 0 48 0.106 0.222 �0.080 1.438

Abn Ret Day +1 48 0.011 0.082 �0.193 0.329

Cum Abn Ret 0/+3 48 0.117 0.240 �0.198 1.513

Cum Abn Ret -3/+3 48 0.123 0.257 �0.425 1.544

Cum Abn Ret -5/+5 48 0.134 0.229 �0.361 1.197
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show larger returns for companies that enter in a R&D collaboration with a big player of the 

pharmaceutical market.  

 

 

 

6.1.1  Testing Abnormal Returns 
Penultimate step of the event study methodology (Section 4, Figure 4) requires to determine 

whether abnormal returns on event day (AR 0), day after announcement (AR 1) and the 

cumulative abnormal returns over the three event-windows (6, 11 and 4 days) are statistically 

significant or not. Test of significance is based on the cross sectional t-test reported in section 

4.6 of the methodology.  

 

 
  

Table 2 reports t-values and corresponding p-values20 for each different abnormal returns. All 

returns are statistically significant at 10 percent level, except for abnormal returns on day 1 

(AR 1). Although we could have dropped AR1 from our data panel due to its insignificance 

(p-value 0.442); we decided to still consider it in our subsequent linear regressions because it 

shows abnormal returns that satisfy our first hypothesis.  

  

6.1.2  Interpretation – Price Dynamics 
	
We clearly accept hypothesis one given the fact that disclosing alliance with a Big-Pharma 

generate an average abnormal returns of 10.6 percent on event day (Abn Ret Day 0) and of 

12.3 percent on our base 7-day Cumulative abnormal returns (Cum Abn Ret -3/+3).  We can 

state with confidence that results are robust given the fact that for different lengths of event 

																																																								
20 Assuming a two tails distribution  

Table 2 - Significance Test

Return AR 0 AR 1 CAR 0/+3 CAR -3/+3 CAR -5/+5

1 t-value 3.245 0.950 3.345 3.268 4.006
2 p-value 0.083 0.442 0.079 0.082 0.057

Note:

⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01
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window biotech returns are larger than on event day. Average abnormal returns on the first 

trading day, after Alliance disclosure, are only 1.1 percent higher than average return of the 

benchmark companies; this lead to the conclusion that the bulk of abnormal returns are 

generated on the event day and its effect smoothly declined in the successive days. Wu and 

Wei (1998) investigated the stock prices responses to announcement of R&D collaborations 

for American firms; their main findings show an abnormal return of 0.89 percent and 

cumulative abnormal returns21 of 1.16 percent. They did not distinguish among different 

industry sectors and were not as focused as us on a specific R&D sector, but still the rate of 

firms belonging to the Drug industry was the 2nd highest in their sample (13.9 percent.). In 

addition to that, we also analyzed a different sample period; thus rather than a comparison we 

can only mention Wu and Wei study as a more general investigation of price dynamics upon 

disclosure of R&D collaboration. As a conclusion we can say that Big-Pharma companies 

could act as intermediary and signals biotech firm’s quality through the disclosure of the 

alliance agreement and that the market responds to that signal.  

 

6.2 Findings – Signalling Characteristics 
This paragraph debates whether previous alliances and previous Drug-research programs 

could reduce asymmetric information and positively affect stock returns. Presumptions are 

based on the Danzon asymmetric information model (2.6.3), according to this model to a first 

ever entered alliance, Biotech firms offer a discount premium as a compensation for partners’ 

investigation costs. Our goal is to determine whether to a higher drug valuation corresponds a 

concrete change in returns depending on the number of previous technical alliances or any 

proven success in developing a marketable drug (represented by FDA approvals).  

 

																																																								
21 Both at event day 
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𝐴𝑅 = 	𝛽" +	𝛽* 𝐵𝑖𝑔	𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑎	𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠	𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽+ 𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦	𝐵𝑖𝑔	𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑎
+	𝛽3	 𝐵𝑖𝑔	𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑎	𝐹𝐷𝐴	𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙	 + 𝛽0 𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ	𝐹𝐷𝐴	𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙
+	𝛽� 𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦	𝑀𝑜𝑠𝑡	𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑	𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑟 + 	𝜀	 

 

(23) 

 
 
 

Table 3.1 - AR Signalling Characteristics

Dependent variable:

Abn Ret Event-day Abn Ret Day-After

OLS OLS

(1) (2)

Previous Alliances with Big-Pharma 0.035 �0.764

(0.020) (0.773)

p = 0.086

⇤
p = 0.329

Dummy Big-Pharma Allied �0.063 1.022

(0.098) (3.848)

p = 0.528 p = 0.792

Big-Pharma Previous FDA Approval �0.014 �0.015

(0.007) (0.276)

p = 0.047

⇤⇤
p = 0.957

Biotech Previous FDA Approval �0.033 2.920

(0.049) (1.938)

p = 0.513 p = 0.140

Dummy Most Allied Big-Pharma 0.179 �1.591

(0.079) (3.078)

p = 0.029

⇤⇤
p = 0.608

Constant 0.130 2.286

(0.066) (2.586)

p = 0.056

⇤
p = 0.382

Note: ⇤
p<0.1;

⇤⇤
p<0.05;

⇤⇤⇤
p<0.01
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𝐶𝐴𝑅 = 	𝛽" +	𝛽* 𝐵𝑖𝑔	𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑎	𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠	𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽+ 𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦	𝐵𝑖𝑔	𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑎
+	𝛽3	 𝐵𝑖𝑔	𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑎	𝐹𝐷𝐴	𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙	 + 𝛽0 𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ	𝐹𝐷𝐴	𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙
+	𝛽� 𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦	𝑀𝑜𝑠𝑡	𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑	𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑟 + 	𝜀	 

 

(24) 

 
 

Table 3.2 - CAR Signalling Characteristics

Dependent variable:

Cum Abn Ret 0/+3 Cum Abn Ret -3/+3 Cum Abn Ret -5/+5

coe�cient coe�cient coe�cient

test test test

(1) (2) (3)

Previous Alliances

Big-Pharma 0.024 0.023 0.013

(0.033) (0.035) (0.027)

p = 0.476 p = 0.519 p = 0.645

Dummy Big-Pharma Allied �0.045 �0.004 �0.017

(0.063) (0.072) (0.063)

p = 0.473 p = 0.960 p = 0.791

Big-Pharma Previous

FDA Approval �0.014 �0.016 �0.011

(0.010) (0.010) (0.009)

p = 0.142 p = 0.124 p = 0.244

Biotech Previous

FDA Approval �0.003 0.021 0.019

(0.035) (0.037) (0.033)

p = 0.925 p = 0.578 p = 0.577

Dummy Most Allied Big-Pharma 0.165 0.141 0.108

(0.166) (0.176) (0.138)

p = 0.328 p = 0.428 p = 0.437

Constant 0.155 0.174 0.168

(0.051) (0.054) (0.062)

p = 0.004

⇤⇤⇤
p = 0.003

⇤⇤⇤
p = 0.010

⇤⇤⇤

Note:

⇤
p<0.1;

⇤⇤
p<0.05;

⇤⇤⇤
p<0.01
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Tables 3.1 and 3.222 report regression results on the signalling characteristics. It can be easily 

distinguished a different behaviour of regressors depending on the length of period considered 

and whether dependent variables are abnormal or cumulative returns. The cumulative returns 

variables have no explanatory power for any variable considered in the model, Contrary to 

our expectations a subsequent deal agreement (represented by the dummy variable “Dummy 

Big-Pharma Allied”) with the same Big Pharma partner has a negative impact, but its value is 

statistically insignificant given a p-value that ranges from 0.473 all the way up to 0.960 for 

each cumulative abnormal returns.  

Abnormal returns on disclosure day (Day 0) reveals statistically significant regressors (p-

value of 0.086 respectively for	 𝐴𝑅" ) for any alliance with a Big-Pharma entered in the 

preceding years. This is in line with the prediction that proving capability to take part in a 

strategic alliance with a Big player of the Drug Industry grants a higher deal value for the 

Biotech partner (as explained by the asymmetric information framework model). An 

additional Alliance entered (or currently in place) has a positive impact of 3.5 percent for any 

biotech company at the time a new R&D agreement is disclosed to the market.  Signalling the 

proficiency to carry out a Drug research project throughout all its development phases is 

represented by the number of FDA approval received by either type of companies in the last 

years; this kind of consent gives the holder the right to commercialize a drug. Previous Drug 

approvals have negative magnitude, contrary to our hypothesis. We have to underline that 𝛽3 

is statically significant at 10 percent level only for event-day abnormal return (p-value 0.047 

for 𝐴𝑅"), but still its impact is quite small; there is no stastically significant effect for 𝛽0 for 

any  abnormal return considered in our regressions . Entering in a R&D agreement with a Big 

Pharma that is capable of reaching commercialization on its own trims down Biotech returns 

by 1.4 percent. Possessing rights to sell a viable drug have deviating impact for Biotech firms; 

but again statistically insignificant (p-value ranging from 0.51 to 0.925). Our argument, based 

on the asymmetric deal-value (2.6), was that a proven capability to reach market 

commercialization should increase the probability of success of a specific research 

collaboration that consequently will increase the deal value for the firm. Stock market seems 

not to capture this higher-deal signalling capability but we have to underline the fact that its 

																																																								
22 Table reported robust standard errors regression rather than classical OLS linear model; an explanation is 
provided in section 7.2. 	
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insignificance could be also affected by the small number of Biotech firms (in our sample) 

holding a limited number of FDA approvals (this compared to the approvals of Big-Pharma 

companies). This is also influenced by the characteristics of Biotech companies which 

normally carry-out and are focused only on a specific phases of a Drug-Discovery process 

(section 2.4). 

 

The last explanatory variable considered in the signalling hypothesis group is a dummy 

variable indicating Biotech firms that collaborates with the most allied Big-Pharma partner 

within our sample of agreements; we singled out Johnson and Johnson and its subsidiary 

Janssen as a the most affiliated partner. An alliance with a pharmaceutical companies whose 

business strategy is based on acquiring rights on compounds developed by Bio-compound 

experts could signal a higher capability to distinguish among lemon’s Drug projects and enter 

in research-based agreements with high-quality biotech firms. Explanatory power for this 

dummy variable is statistically significant for event-day abnormal returns; in our regression is 

it possible to observe that disclosing alliance with Janssen yields a consistent abnormal return 

(p-value of 0.029 for 𝐴𝑅") of 17.9 percent than for any alliance with another Big-Pharma 

company .  

 

6.2.1  Interpretation – Alliance Characteristics 
	
At this point we checked whether our hypothesis on firm’s Alliance characteristics are 

supported by empirical results.  

 

Hypothesis 2: 

Previously entered Strategic R&D Alliances generates larger returns for Biotech firms. 

 

Hypothesis two is accepted as Biotech firms shows statistically significant larger returns in 

case they have already undertaken Drug-Discovery agreements with a large player of the 

pharmaceutical sector. Danzon et. al (2005) consider this numerical variable in relationship to 

the discount premium that biotech companies granted to their respective Big-Pharma partner 

whenever they enter in a first or second deal agreement. This discount on the deal value is 

given to compensate for the information costs that the fellow partner encounters before 

signing a deal.  A large number of past agreements shows larger collaboration capabilities for 
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a biotech firm. The number of deals entered could reduce asymmetric information problems 

for a biotech partner, signalling its higher quality. In their study Danzon, Epstein and 

Nicholson (2005) did not distinguish past alliance with the same Big-Pharma company than 

ones entered with any other recognised pharmaceutical big player; within hypothesis 2 we 

also include a dummy variable in case the partnership between same companies have already 

occurred in the past. This specific parameter turned out to be not significant for any dependent 

variable. This can be interpreted under the light that for the market there is no difference on 

which specific Big-pharma company provide financing to a biotech partner for a specific 

R&D collaboration. In this respect, companies usually report also deal renewals between the 

same partners which have been excluded from our sample selection. Another motivation for 

considering this dummy are the findings of Anand and Khanna (2000b) that contracts 

between firms that had entered alliances in the past appear systematically different from the 

current ones.  

 

Anand and Khanna (2000a) discovered that a learning effect seems to exist23 in R&D 

collaboration and its effect is stronger the more innovative are companies. The statement 

“repeated exposure to sequences of alliance partners exposes individuals within the firm to a 

broad repertoire of experience. This facilitates the interpretation of new unforeseen 

contingencies in their subsequent alliance interactions”, could be interpreted under the 

asymmetric R&D Deal Valuation framework of section 2.6.3.  

Main finding of hypothesis 2 is that the more alliance entered the more learning effects are 

created; price dynamics on event day seems to capture this phenomenon since any additional 

past collaboration is translated in a 3.5% increase in abnormal returns for the allied firm. 

Alliance experience seems to matter for the Biotech firm allowing them to manage their 

activities more efficiently (Gulati, 1995 in Anand and Khanna 2000a).   

 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
23	With specific reference to Joint Ventures	
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Hypothesis 3: 

Markets do care who provides financing, alliance with the Big-Pharma involved in the largest 

number of deals generate larger returns. 

 

Regression parameters are statistically significant for abnormal returns on event day (𝐴𝑅"). 

Hypothesis 4 is accepted with respect to the event-day abnormal returns. Alliance with 

Johnson and Johnson24, mainly through its subsidiary Jannsen Pharmaceutica, led to returns 

higher of 17.9 percent. This result adds up to the Danzon et al. (2005) hypothesis that Big-

Pharma companies act as intermediary signalling quality of Biotech companies by means of 

R&D collaboration agreements. Disclosing an agreement with Janssen Pharmaceutica could 

indicate the superior quality of its biotechnology partner. With respect to the asymmetric 

information issue we can state that any strategic alliance with Johnson and Johnson (and its 

subsidiary) leads to significantly larger abnormal returns than any other Big-Pharma partner 

considered in this study.  

 

Hypothesis 4: 

FDA approvals received by either party involved in R&D Collaboration signal firms’ quality 

to the market. 

 

FDA approvals are considered to be a signal of the capabilities of a firm to successfully carry-

out a new drug research project throughout all stages until commercialization. Reaching the 

market indicates that a firm will receive revenues or royalties from the developed drug. We 

expected that a “FDA-certification parameter” to be a good indicator of firm’s quality. As 

already mentioned in section 6.2 we distinguished between approval received by pharma and 

biotech companies in our sample given the fact that number of former approvals are 

significantly larger. Results showed that an alliance with a Big-pharma that had received 

previous FDA approval generates larger (abnormal) returns for the allied firms. On the other 

hand, previous FDA approval for a biotech firm seems not to affect companies’ returns, but as 

argued in the above section, the non-significance might be the result of the limited number of 

biotech companies that receiving it. On the overall, we accepted hypothesis 3 only for Big-

																																																								
24 The Big-Pharma that established the largest number of alliances in our sample 
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pharma FDA approvals. Perhaps that could indicate that in this case a “successful in R&D” 

Big-Pharma will not only provide capital to its partner but also contribute with its specific 

knowledge regarding clinical trials or other drug-development stages.  
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6.3 Findings – Deal Characteristics 

	
This group of hypothesis aims to determine the different behaviour of returns depending on 

the deal characteristic considered in the regression (such as: overall deal value and amount 

granted in cash form at the time firms entered in the research collaboration). Overall 

characteristics of each deal are reported in Table Appendix 1. 
 

 
 
 
 

 𝐴𝑅 = 	𝛽" +	𝛽*
𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑙	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 +	𝛽+ 	

𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑙	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝑅	&	𝐷	𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 +	𝛽3 	

𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ	𝑈𝑝 − 𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡
𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑙	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 		+ 	𝜀 

 
(25) 

 
 
 

Table 4.1 - AR Deal Characteristics

Dependent variable:

Abn Ret Event-day Abn Ret Day-After

coe�cient coe�cient

test test

(1) (2)

Deal Value / Firm Value 0.062 0.008

(0.033) (0.005)

p = 0.067

⇤
p = 0.153

Cash Up Front / R and D Expenses �0.004 �0.0001

(0.003) (0.001)

p = 0.177 p = 0.910

Up.front.over.R.D.expenses 0.041 0.013

(0.036) (0.020)

p = 0.258 p = 0.534

Constant 0.034 �0.007

(0.023) (0.017)

p = 0.154 p = 0.667

Note:

⇤
p<0.1;

⇤⇤
p<0.05;

⇤⇤⇤
p<0.01
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𝐶𝐴 𝑅 = 	𝛽" +	𝛽*
𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑙	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 +	𝛽+ 	

𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑙	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝑅	&	𝐷	𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒

+	𝛽3 	
𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ	𝑈𝑝 − 𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡
𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑙	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 + 	𝜀 

 

(26) 

 
 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 report explanatory variables for both abnormal and cumulative abnormal 

returns over the different window period. Deal value is weighted by the correspondent firm’s 

market value25 in order to obtain a more homogeneous as possible parameter and also to 

include the size effect. Chan et al. (1997) noticed that firm’s size is inversely related to 

abnormal returns; therefore, we expected that the higher is this ratio, the larger will be its 

impact on Biotech stock returns. Results from the regressions on abnormal and cumulative 

abnormal returns are in line with our expectations given the fact that 𝛽* is statistically 

																																																								
25	Market value is measured as Market Capitalization 

Table 4.2 - CAR Deal Characteristics

Dependent variable:

Cum Abn Ret 0/+3 Cum Abn Ret -3/+3 Cum Abn Ret -5/+5

coe�cient coe�cient coe�cient

test test test

(1) (2) (3)

Deal Value / Firm Value 0.064 0.070 0.053

(0.034) (0.033) (0.029)

p = 0.069

⇤
p = 0.042

⇤⇤
p = 0.079

⇤

Deal Value / R and D Expense �0.003 �0.003 �0.003

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

p = 0.261 p = 0.323 p = 0.326

Up Front Cash / Deal Value 0.055 0.048 0.079

(0.048) (0.055) (0.052)

p = 0.262 p = 0.391 p = 0.137

Constant 0.028 0.026 0.035

(0.025) (0.031) (0.031)

p = 0.270 p = 0.415 p = 0.267

Note:

⇤
p<0.1;

⇤⇤
p<0.05;

⇤⇤⇤
p<0.01
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significant at 10 percent level for abnormal returns at the event day (p-value 0.067) , for CAR 

0/+3 (p-value 0.069) and for CAR -5/+5 (p-value 0.079). Instead the explanatory variable of 

deal ratio is significant at 5 percent level for our base measure of cumulative abnormal returns 

(CAR -3/+3  with an associated p-value of 0.042) but not statistically significant for 𝐴𝑅* (p-

value 0.153).  The interpretation of 𝛽* estimator is that to a 1 percent increase of the ratio 

corresponds an increase in firm’s  returns of 5.3 percent for the 11-day cumulative returns and 

up to 7.0 percent increase for CAR -3/+3. Deal Value ratio is assumed to be a robust estimator 

given the fact that straightening the event-window does not change the inference; on the 

overall the parameter decreased only by 1.7 percent for the 11 day- event window (compared 

to the shortest 4-day CAR). 

 

The explanatory variable associated to  𝛽+	estimators is deal value weighted by R&D 

expenses; the latter is a crucial accounting item representing most of the operating expenses 

for biotechnology companies. We believed that this ratio could indicate whether the expected 

value of a deal that is significant large (compared to R&D expenses) will indicate more 

capital available for firms’ activities. Unfortunately, this parameter has no explanatory power 

for either abnormal and cumulative returns; it could be easily dropped in a final regression 

since it does not provide any extra value than the constant parameter 𝛽"	. 

 

Last parameter of the Deal-Characteristic model is the Up-front payment over Deal Value; it 

takes into account the implication of the share paid in cash when deal is entered. Literature on 

strategic alliances and joint ventures indicates a different behaviour depending on the share of 

deal value paid up-front rather than in compensation based form. Unfortunately estimated 

parameters are statistically insignificant for all the returns; p-values ranges from 0.137 to 

0.534 indicating no explanatory power at all for this variable.  
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6.3.1  Interpretation – Deal Characteristics 
	
Section 6.3 relates the market response to specific deal characteristics and here we rectify 

empirical findings with the theory of section 5.  

 

Hypothesis 5: 

The larger the deal value over firm’s size, the largest returns for the Biotech company 

 

Chan et al. (1997) in their study of allied firms proof that firm’s size is inversely related to 

abnormal returns; in this instead we consider a weighted deal value over firm’s size assuming 

a larger impact the larger the ratio.  

We accept reject hypothesis 5 for every return, except for AR1 given its p-value of 0.153.  

Still regarding deal value Danzon et al. (2005) assumed that Deal Payments is inversely 

related to the market value of a biotech firm. Results do also show a negative market response 

to the finding of Danzon.  

 

Hypothesis 6:  

The largest the share of Up-front payment over deal value the larger are returns 

 

This hypothesis investigates the reaction of the dependent variable to any change in the 

proportion of deal value granted in cash at time R&D collaboration is entered. Suddenly this 

hypothesis is strongly rejected given the no-explanatory power of regressors for every 

possible return period. We associated a positive impact of Cash ratio on prices given the fact 

that for early stage R&D projects, and as stated by Higgins (2006): “the odds are against the 

biotechnology firm collecting on the full value of the milestone payments”. The idea is that 

for projects at pre-clinical/discovery stage (see a representation New drugs stages of 

development in appendix) long-term financial rewards are consistent but with a really low 

probability associated to the possibility that a new compound will be transformed in a 

commercially viable drug. Thus a larger amount of funds granted at alliance announcement 

(and not compensation based) should generate a positive market response. Unfortunately, we 

rejected hypothesis 6 since the explanatory variable does not provide any explanation 

regarding price dynamics as up-front amount varies.  
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6.4 Findings – Firm Characteristics 
 

This last section employs regression analysis on abnormal and cumulative returns controlling 

for firms’ most interesting characteristics such as Firm value, Revenues and R&D activities. 

 

 
 

 𝐴𝑅 = 	𝛽" +	𝛽*	 𝐿𝑜𝑔	𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 + 𝛽+	 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠	𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 +	𝛽3	 	𝑅&𝐷	𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 	𝜀 (27) 

 

 

Table 5.1 - AR Firm Characteristics

Dependent variable:

Abn Ret Event-day Abn Ret Day-After

coe�cient OLS
test

(1) (2)

Log Firm Value �0.279 �0.039

(0.142) (0.025)

p = 0.057

⇤
p = 0.129

Revenues 0.0001 0.00003

(0.0001) (0.00002)

p = 0.097

⇤
p = 0.189

R and D Intensity �0.001 0.00003

(0.001) (0.001)

p = 0.186 p = 0.956

Constant 0.835 0.110

(0.386) (0.066)

p = 0.037

⇤⇤
p = 0.104

Note: ⇤
p<0.1;

⇤⇤
p<0.05;

⇤⇤⇤
p<0.01
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𝐶𝐴𝑅 = 	𝛽" +	𝛽*	 𝐿𝑜𝑔	𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 + 𝛽+	 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠	𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒  

+	𝛽3	 	𝑅&𝐷	𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 	𝜀 

 

(28) 

Last two regressions report firms’ characteristics that were expected to explain abnormal 

return. As we can see Firm value (in natural log form) is statistically significant at 10 percent 

level for abnormal returns at disclosure date (p-value 0.057); its explanatory power it is even 

larger for our 7-days base CAR model (statistically significant at 1 percent level) and for the 

4-days CAR (p –value 0.041) and for the longest 11-days CAR (p-value 0.021). As already 

mentioned in section 6.3 abnormal returns are inversely related to firm’s size; here the 

average impact of 𝛽*	is -29.8 percent. This indicates that to a one-unit increase in market 

capitalization is associated a negative market reaction; small firms possibly are better off than 

larger Biotech companies when disclosing R&D collaborations. Biotech firm’s revenue is 

Table 5.2 - CAR Firm Characteristics

Dependent variable:

Cum Abn Ret 0/+3 Cum Abn Ret -3/+3 Cum Abn Ret -5/+5

coe�cient coe�cient coe�cient

test test test

(1) (2) (3)

Log Firm Value �0.308 �0.337 �0.268

(0.145) (0.063) (0.111)

p = 0.041

⇤⇤
p = 0.00001

⇤⇤⇤
p = 0.021

⇤⇤

Revenues 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001

(0.0001) (0.00005) (0.0001)

p = 0.058

⇤
p = 0.002

⇤⇤⇤
p = 0.027

⇤⇤

R and D Intensity �0.001 �0.001 �0.001

(0.001) (0.002) (0.001)

p = 0.131 p = 0.481 p = 0.160

Constant 0.920 0.999 0.831

(0.395) (0.165) (0.302)

p = 0.025

⇤⇤
p = 0.00000

⇤⇤⇤
p = 0.009

⇤⇤⇤

Note:

⇤
p<0.1;

⇤⇤
p<0.05;

⇤⇤⇤
p<0.01
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statistically significant at 10 percent level for AR1 (p-value 0.057) and for CAR 0/+3 (p-value 

0.058) and respectively significant at 1 and 5 percent for the 7-days CAR (p-value 0.002) and 

11-days (p-value 0.027). Last regressor for the “firm characteristics model” is R&D Intensity 

parameter which turned out to have any explanatory power for all the abnormal returns of in 

this study.  

 

6.4.1  Interpretation – Firm Characteristics 
	
Hypothesis 7: 

Small Biotech firms gain more from the alliance announcement than larger ones 

 

We clearly accept hypothesis 7 for every abnormal return considered when considering 

natural log of firms’ market capitalization and, also, controlling for sales revenue.  Results are 

in line with Liu et al. (2015) outcomes where pharmaceutical firms entering a strategic 

technical alliance shows larger returns the smaller were in size; and also to literature studying 

markets’ reaction to alliance agreements whenever these included any type of companies or 

were specifically focused on R&D collaborations. 

 

Hypothesis 8: 

The higher the level of R&D intensity the larger will be the market response to alliance 

announcement. 

 

We reject this hypothesis beyond any reasonable doubt, R&D intensity is supposed to be a 

measure of firms’ productivity but has no impact on market returns. Liu, Pu and Schramm 

(2015) obtained opposite results for pharmaceutical firms involved in technical alliances with 

Biotechnology firms; their coefficients of R&D intensity are positive and statistically 

significant. It is possible to argue that the R&D intensity measure works best for 

pharmaceutical firms given the fact that revenue is their primarily source of financing which 

in reinvested in R&D activities; whilst Biotechnology have almost no sales history.  
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7.  Discussion and Conclusions 
	
Despite the large number of studies and research on strategic alliances involving R&D 

companies we are quite confident that this paper could contribute to the existing literature and 

we hope it stimulates new research on asymmetric information and the role of strategic 

alliances in also different innovation-based sectors. We tried to combine Danzon et al. model 

for drug valuation to explain the impact of deal announcement on Biotech returns. We did not 

stress enough the point that deal value is based on expected future cash flows resulting from 

the collaboration in developing a marketable drug. Here we determine how specific firms’ 

characteristics and deal factors could amplify the signal about biotech firms’ quality; the 

intermediary role is carried by the Big-Pharma partner and expressed through the R&D 

collaboration disclosure.  

 

Some doubts could be cast about our interpretation of Biotech firms’ value which, under 

Danzon et al (2005) perspective, is calculated on the basis of the expected discounted present 

value of a drug collaboration. We can argue that financing activities through R&D alliances 

could increase shareholder value and this is measured by the average cumulative returns 

obtained.  Shareholders do believe that R&D collaboration could have the potential to drive 

future cash flows for the firm.  

 

We firstly determine that strategic alliance with a Big-Pharma lead to significant larger 

returns for Biotech firms; this outcome could be explained by the intermediary role of 

pharmaceutical firms. Big-Pharma company that could act in line with the signalling action 

that Leland and Pyle (1975) transformed in one of the classical topics of the financial 

literature. In this respect we found out that Collaboration announcements do affect stock price 

significantly more than findings by Wu and Wei (1997) on generic R&D collaborations.  That 

could be addressed to the role of pharmaceutical client’s firms establishing collaboration with 

high quality Biotech firms.  

 

After that we demonstrated how deal characteristics such as Deal Value (weighted) could 

provide insights to investors about firm’s quality. We showed that stock market does not only 

responds to the financing terms of the agreement but rather there are other factors perceived 
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by the market. A proven track record of R&D alliances underlines capabilities of Biotech 

partner in an alliance leading to a positive market response that reflects the general believe 

that an experience Biotech firm could add more value to a Drug-research collaboration.  

Other findings in this study evidenced that small firms will gain more from any alliance with 

a big-pharma; that could indicate that large Biotech firms (such as Genentech) behave much 

more as a traditional pharmaceutical firms that finance primarily its activity through sales 

rather than equity issuance or capital provided in exchange of rights on a drug-compound. 

This is in line with the asymmetric information issue related to R&D financing by Hall 

(2002).  

 

7.1 Cause for reflection and Further Research 
 
	
Limits of this study are addressable to the methodology of collecting data. Other studies on 

strategic alliances mostly used data from the Thomson Reuters database which was not 

accessible to us; this dataset collected information on all the deal agreements, information 

about firms and so on. Another critique could be made with respect to the data collection 

since we could have alternatively considered sic codes identifying Biotech companies on the 

Wharton database; select all the Biotechnology firms and then check to possible alliance 

agreement on their annual report or from their 10-K and 10-Q filings. In this way we could 

have also controlled for collaboration with non-big pharma companies; this will have for sure 

impact the assumption that Big-pharma companies act as intermediaries.  

 

7.2  Remarks  
 

7.2.1 Return increase vs. Market value increase  
 

To reflect on the relationship between abnormal returns and increasing market value of the 

firm we contemplate Wu and Wei’s (1998) model relating a firm’s market value in case of 

R&D alliances.  

 

Firm market value is defined as  
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𝑀𝑉I," = 	 𝛿Hp*
�

He*
	𝜋I,H	(𝐴I,H, 𝑧I,H) 

where 

 𝛿H : discount factor for time period t 

 𝜋I ∶ profit function at time t  

 𝐴I,H: firm’s i conventional assets 

 𝑧I,H: intangible assets depending on cumulative R&D effort and information sharing  

 for a firm.  

 

Wu and Wei consider z as the total effective R&D that firms can use to innovate or reduce 

their costs. Within a Joint venture or a Strategic alliance the effective 𝑧I,Hincreases. Thus 

given that stock prices reflects all information in the market, including future unexpected 

benefits the authors expected firm values to change to reflect also the higher effective 𝑧I,H 

resulting from R&D Alliances.  

  
7.2.2 Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors 
 

All the linear regression models have been tested tested for any violation of the “constant-

variance assumption” for estimated errors. The implication of homoscedasticity states that the 

variance of the error terms (unobservable parameters in a regression) does not not depend on 

the value of x (explanatory variable) but rather it is constant. Mathematically: 

 

𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝑢 𝑥 = 	𝜎+ 

 

In presence of heteroskedasticity (variance of the error terms varies as the value of the x 

changes) it is necessary to consider robust standard errors because OLS standard errors are 

not anymore valid for constructing confidence intervals and t-statistics.  

According to Wooldridge (2012) non-homogenous samples of data often presents violation of 

homoscedasticity and no serial correlation assumption; especially when the sample size is 

small as in our case. The latter consists of errors terms that are correlated across time and so 

today’s error term could affect tomorrow’s error.  

To determine violations of the homoscedasticity assumption we performed a Breusch-Pagan 

test over residuals of each return of our study; this model regressed the squared residuals (𝑢+) 
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on indeprendent variables and then performs the F-test (assuming all parameters are equal to 

zero). A resulting p-value lower than 0.05 detected heteroskedasticity and forced us to reject 

the Homoscedasticity assumption. This issue can be addressed with a linear regression that 

considers robust standard errors. Wooldridge suggests to firstly test for serial correlation; 

rejecting the hypothesis of no serial correlation will invalidate the test for heteroskedasticity. 

We considered the R package sandwich implemented for the R system for statistical 

computing that has a built-in the function vcovHC and vcovHAC for hereroskedasticity and 

autocorrelation robust standard errors. Results reported in the empirical section are generally 

for OLS regression if the model does not violate homoscedasticity assumption; otherwise we 

reported the robust standard error model and its original OLS in the appendix.  
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Appendix  
 

Stages of a new drug process development 

A brief description of how a new drug research project is carried out can provide us some 

evidence on how R&D projects can be valued: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The development of a new drug is a sequential process with several milestones at which point 

the business division reviews the status of testing on a drug and make a decision regarding 

continuing with the development; at some stages it requires the approval by the FDA.  

 

DISCOVERY STAGE 

Basic research is the starting point of the process where considerable studies are carried out 

by scientists, government, academia and for-profit institutions to get a general understanding 

of a specific disease and potential drug targets (i.e. Target Validation phase). Afterward a new 

compound is discovered (with a new molecule or with selected existing molecules), 

researchers perform tests on that molecule and optimize its synthesis to maximize its effect. 

Then, they perform the first tests on early-drug candidates.  

In the preclinical phase, the synthetization-process of a compound will be tested extensively 

by screening for pharmacologic activity and toxicity in vitro and then in animals. The overall 

discovery process lasts approximatively from three to six years. 
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CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT 

If, at this point, the drug is still considered a promising candidate for further development, the 

firm will file with the FDA authority an Investigational new drug application (IND). This 

application contains all preclinical testing results and plans for clinical testing. The FDA will 

evaluate if the drug is safe enough to move to human trials.  

Then after IND approval the clinical testing starts; candidate drug is tested for safety and 

efficacy in three phases of clinical trials, usually beginning with tests in a small and group of 

healthy volunteers and then moving into larger groups of patients. The subsequent action is to 

submit a new drug application (NDA) or biologics license application (BLA) to the FDA 

requesting approval to commercialize the new drug. The pharmaceutical company files results 

and data analysis from the entire clinical development program and earlier preclinical testing, 

as well as the proposed labelling and manufacturing plans of the new medicine.  

FDA REVIEW AND COMMERCIALIZATION 

FDA review and its contingent approval follows. At these stages studies on the medicine 

safety and efficacy are performed by either the authority or by an independent committee of 

advisors. After the new drug has been approved the pharmaceutical company is allowed to 

start its commercialization phase. Failure of approval will lead to a request of additional trials.  

ONGOING STUDY OF THE MEDICINE 

Subsequent to product introduction the pharmaceutical company is still required to monitor 

the drugs as it is used in the larger population to capture any unexpected serious side effects 

and to accumulate additional data both through formal clinical studies and through the 

collection of real-world evidence. 
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Table Appendix 1.1 – Sample of alliance agreements between a Biotechnology and a Big-Pharma Company 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Own creation based on data gathered from Pharma Intelligence and AdisInsight Database 
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Table Appendix 1.2 – Sample of alliance agreements between a Biotechnology and a Big-Pharma Company 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Own creation based on data gathered from Pharma Intelligence and AdisInsight Database 
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Table Appendix 2 - Biotech firms Cumulative Abnormal Returns

Companies Abn Ret Abn Ret CAR 0/+3 CAR -3/+3 CAR -5/+5
Day-0 Day-1 0/+3 -3/+3 -5/+5

Opexa Therapeutics 1.4413 0.0696 1.5130 1.5440 1.1969
Neuro Search 0.0628 -0.0258 0.0461 0.0301 0.0373
SurModics 0.1791 0.0104 0.2604 0.2665 0.2870

Astex Therapeutics 0.0066 0.0272 0.0329 0.0990 0.1673
Seattle Genetics 0.0442 0.0217 0.0946 0.0987 0.1540
Galapagos NV 0.0480 0.0180 0.0699 0.0804 0.1433

Orexo 0.0882 -0.0561 0.0017 0.0031 0.0011
Depomed 0.0330 0.1259 0.1570 0.2478 0.2799
Exelixis 0.0090 -0.0031 0.0246 0.0524 0.0816

Immunogen 0.0510 -0.0272 0.0545 0.1151 0.2171
Seattle Genetics 0.0007 -0.0144 -0.0066 0.0041 0.0693

Seattle Genetics Inc. 0.0051 -0.0064 -0.0049 0.0059 -0.0077
Pharmacyclics -0.0074 -0.1932 -0.1979 -0.2660 -0.1604
ImmunoGen Inc 0.0081 0.0015 -0.0110 0.0032 0.0347

Genmab 0.0422 0.0212 0.0646 0.1080 0.0715
Evotec AG 0.0546 -0.0389 -0.0046 0.0060 0.0265

Halozyme Therapeutics 0.2490 -0.0406 0.2072 0.2366 0.2188
Seattle Genetics -0.0128 0.0137 0.0068 0.0090 0.0051
Galapagos NV 0.0334 -0.0094 0.0114 0.0339 0.0442
Evotec AG 0.0042 -0.0015 0.0022 -0.0420 -0.1603

Capricor Therapeutics 0.3996 0.3289 0.5359 0.5091 0.7512
Ablynx 0.0831 0.0139 0.1328 0.1532 0.1268

Infinity Pharmaceuticals 0.3675 -0.0865 0.2913 0.2523 0.2998
Bavarian Nordic 0.2123 0.0050 0.2365 0.2826 0.3730

Geron -0.0134 0.1947 0.1826 0.1557 0.2772
Halozyme Therapeutics 0.0788 0.0042 0.1207 0.1225 0.0974

Macrogenics 0.1044 -0.1340 -0.0429 -0.0392 0.0362
Rigel Pharmaceuticals 0.2250 0.0341 0.1764 0.0984 0.0764

Immunogen 0.1700 -0.0280 0.1134 0.0836 0.1260
uniQure 0.0057 0.0220 0.0383 0.0363 -0.0399

Halozyme Therapeutics 0.0660 0.0099 0.0685 0.0946 0.0663
Regeneron Pharmaceuticals 0.0010 0.0067 0.0042 0.0141 0.0149

Evotec AG 0.0501 0.0258 0.0736 0.1585 0.1608
Starpharma -0.0802 0.0596 -0.0778 -0.0770 -0.0197

Hanmi Pharmaceutical 0.0088 0.2583 0.2640 0.2962 0.3758
Idera Pharmaceuticals 0.0581 0.0222 0.0468 0.0364 0.0736

Pieris Pharmaceuticals Inc. 0.2970 -0.0044 0.2471 0.1331 0.1152
Bavarian Nordic 0.0395 0.0191 0.0560 0.0976 0.0387

Oncodesign 0.1430 -0.0325 0.2509 0.2902 0.3120
Catalent 0.0241 -0.0139 0.0491 0.1044 0.1343

Blueprints Medicine 0.0190 0.0176 0.0155 0.0630 0.0135
Regeneron 0.0160 0.0095 0.0158 0.0468 0.0439
Argenx 0.1165 -0.0276 0.0882 0.1188 0.1274
CytomX -0.0017 -0.0059 -0.0097 -0.0044 -0.0069

MacroGenics Inc 0.1462 0.0375 0.2107 0.2413 0.3038
Eleven Biotherapeutics 0.2420 -0.0679 0.2501 0.3743 0.1121

Geron -0.0720 -0.0153 -0.0734 -0.4248 -0.3609
Evotec 0.0167 0.0008 0.0391 0.0385 0.0861
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Figure Appendix 1 - Drug Stages of Development 

 

A brief description of how a new drug research project is carried out can provide us some 

evidence on how R&D projects can be valued: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The development of a new drug is a sequential process with several milestones at which point 

the business division reviews the status of testing on a drug and make a decision regarding 

continuing with the development; at some stages it requires the approval by the FDA.  
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Basic research is the starting point of the process where considerable studies are carried out 

by scientists, government, academia and for-profit institutions to get a general understanding 

of a specific disease and potential drug targets (i.e. Target Validation phase). Afterward a new 

compound is discovered (with a new molecule or with selected existing molecules), 

researchers perform tests on that molecule and optimize its synthesis to maximize its effect. 

Then, they perform the first tests on early-drug candidates.  

In the preclinical phase, the synthetization-process of a compound will be tested extensively 

by screening for pharmacologic activity and toxicity in vitro and then in animals. The overall 

discovery process lasts approximatively from three to six years. 

 

CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT 

If, at this point, the drug is still considered a promising candidate for further development, the 

firm will file with the FDA authority an Investigational new drug application (IND). This 
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application contains all preclinical testing results and plans for clinical testing. The FDA will 

evaluate if the drug is safe enough to move to human trials.  

Then after IND approval the clinical testing starts; candidate drug is tested for safety and 

efficacy in three phases of clinical trials, usually beginning with tests in a small and group of 

healthy volunteers and then moving into larger groups of patients. The subsequent action is to 

submit a new drug application (NDA) or biologics license application (BLA) to the FDA 

requesting approval to commercialize the new drug. The pharmaceutical company files results 

and data analysis from the entire clinical development program and earlier preclinical testing, 

as well as the proposed labelling and manufacturing plans of the new medicine.  

FDA REVIEW AND COMMERCIALIZATION 

FDA review and its contingent approval follows. At these stages studies on the medicine’s 

safety and efficacy are performed by either the authority or an independent advisory 

committee. After the new drug has been approved the pharmaceutical company is allowed to 

start its commercialization phase. Failure of approval will lead to a request of additional trials.  

ONGOING STUDY OF THE MEDICINE 

Subsequent to product introduction the pharmaceutical company is still required to monitor 

the drugs as it is used in the larger population to capture any unexpected serious side effects 

and to accumulate additional data both through formal clinical studies and through the 

collection of real-world evidence. 
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